Monthly General & Antiques Auction:
Tuesday 2nd October at 10.00.
Office furniture and computers. Fitness equipment .Bio ethanol Fires.
Electric road Scooter, Mobility scooters, Electric tricycle.
Good selection of Catering Equipment.
Portable Q-Build Multi Level Staging Kit 300 Incl rails, ramp, steps, edgings.
Mini Moo Ltd. in liquidation: Padded coats : Mamalicious padded jackets,
winter jackets, grey Taylor coats, padded 2 in 1 jackets.
Contents of a Music Studio: 12 Elec. guitars, banjos, electric mandolins, Roland TD-6V drum kit,
snare drums. Performa drums. Amplifiers, Synthesizers, electronic keyboards,
Rare VOX Valve amplifier AC30, Large record collection.
Good selection of Antique Furniture & Vintage items.
Large collection of 450 teapots. 250 china horses. Clarinet/oboe.
Accordion. Victorian grandfather clock. Vintage sofas, Early chest on chest. Ercol chairs.
Dolls house. air guns. Pulp magazines. 3 Robert Taylor Aviation countersigned prints

Commercial Auction:
Wednesday 3rd October at 10.00.
Plant, Machinery, Engineering and Woodworking equipment. Saw benches, dust extractors,
Wadkin 24in Planer thicknesser. Axminster Ex demo machines: band saws, pillar drills, bench saws,
linishers, large & small lathes, morticers, bench grinders. Steel RSJs, Pallets of Hardwood off cuts.
Pallets of Durox Blocks. 8 tipping skips. Timber. Alloy Tower scaffold systems, Generators. Professional Welding equipment. 10 Workshop & cased compressors. Elec. Motors for woodworking machines. Rolls of Insulation, Rolls of coconut racking, Large AmbiRad 600 Tornado space heater.
100s of doors. New ex showroom doors.
Selection of bathroom fixtures & fittings (new) sinks, towel rails, vanity units etc.
Precision engineering instruments, Pallet racking & warehouse racking. Pallet trucks, 2
0ft & 32ft Site Offices (secure) + Toilet block. 40ft shipping container.
4 twin & tri-axle Brian James Car trailers. Electric motor Scooter 2017
Petrol TVO T20 Grey FergyTractor + topper. Freelander 2 HSE TD4 2007. Ford KA 1.3 Yr 2000.
Iveco Cargo 7.5ton Horsebox by Badminton Horseboxes in 1999. 64,000 kms . For 2 large horses,
rear & side loading. Living accommodation, seated area with sink & fridge, sleep area (bailiffs).
HGVs.. Volvo FH12 460 CD Artic 32 ton, yr.2000. Volvo FL12 Intercooler artic unit restored 1995.
Montracon 36 ton step frame tri axle trailer c/w tail lift 1997. Tri Axle Curtain sider Hi Cube Artic trailer,
4 x Fridge/freezer vans 2012. Ex M5 Audio Ltd : Artic Step frame box trailer1999.
Viewing : Saturday 9-1, Monday 9-6, sale day from 8.30 - 4.00

Timed & Live Online Bidding with easyLiveAuction.com.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2) GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3) THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd cannot be held
liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4) BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, except for vehicles which have a Buyer’s Premium of 10% plus VAT. This does
not including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The Auctioneer’s
Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5) BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids, the
Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter,
vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid
(either by card or cash) by any person wishing to bid.
6) COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the lots, no
guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer
may take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7) METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer, cash, credit
(max £200) or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made
directly into our account (please contact the office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8) DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction Notes/Important
Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9) ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which they feel
are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10) ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building after removal.
These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11) SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased
at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for
inspection. Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor
nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such
accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions
sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12) FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement,
weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or
warranty as to quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13) CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall be
acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by
the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14) RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to
the purchaser until full payment has been received.
15) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS FOLLOWING THE
SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS
BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be
paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance
will be returned to the purchaser.
16) LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's risk and
neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17) LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being removed
shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and
subject to the provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18) LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by the
Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect
of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they shall
appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant,
machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder
applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps
as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such
testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21) ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22) ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the road
worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers
or the Vendor.
23) EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a Purchaser.
24) SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25) CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26) CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder. Purchasers are
warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27) POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28) UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire
resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully aware of their
legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the
time frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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MST Auction 2-3rd Oct 2018 @10am. VAT @20% on lots marked “V”. Buyers Premium 18% + VAT, Except vehicles @10% + VAT PAGE 1

DAY 1 Rostrum 1. By Auction office, Commencing at 10.00am.
General household, IT, Electrical, antiques & collectables

1.M - 30 x adjustable rails - 48 inch to 72 inch
£10-£20
2.M - 5 canopies by Kids Active
£5-£10
3.M - A quantity of various tools and other items including a
£20-£40
jigsaw, a hand mitre saw, a Stanley plane, a Parkside
carving tool, a Gat air pistol etc. Contents of one shelf
4.M - 1 garden water feature - frogs
£30-£50
5.M - 1 garden water feature - white 3 tier
£30-£50
6.M - 1 garden water feature - grey 3 tier
£30-£50
7.M - 2 alloy bike wheels by Fulcrum type Racing 7 Etrto
£30-£50
622x15c and 2 covers suitable for mobility scooters.
Contents of one shelf
8.M - 1 Clyde shoe store - boxed
£15-£30
9.M - A quantity of various items including a Carrera Subway
£20-£40
2 alloy bike frame, 2 Game cube steering wheels, a folding
push chair etc. Contents of one shelf
10.M - A quantity of long handled dust pans and brushes.
£20-£40
Contents of one shelf
11.M - 3 unused blue pins boards (1 at 80cm, x 1. 2m, 1 at
£10-£20
60cm square & 1 at 60cm x 30cm) and 2 unused dry wipe
boards each at 60cm x 40cm
12.M - 3 unused blue pins boards (1 at 80cm, x 1. 2m, 1 at
£10-£20
60cm square & 1 at 60cm x 30cm) and 2 unused dry wipe
boards each at 60cm x 40cm
13.M - 3 red plastic stacking crates with folding lids containing
£15-£30
a very large qty of various plastic retail type blister packs
(crates are included with this lot)
14.M - 2 display cabinets each with 2 sliding glass doors
£10-£20
suitable for displaying model cars etc and 1 perspex anti
dust display box
15.M - 1 portable gas camping fridge by Waeco / Towsure type £30-£50
Combicool - 240v, 12v or gas powered (no hose or
regulator included)
16.M - 1 metal United Dairies milk churn with lid, 1 Dunelm
£10-£20
mirror and 1 vintage notice board with oak surround
17.M - 1 unused compact stainless steel round sink with fold
£100-£200
over tap / single gas ring burner and black glass lid by Can
suitable for camper van etc. Cost new £399
18.M - A quantity of various unused camping / camper van
£30-£50
related items including an unused automatic demand pump
by Shurflo RV / Caravan, a double towing socket, 2 gas
lights, 1 rechargeable light etc
19.M - A quantity of various items including Ordnance Survey
£30-£50
maps, 2 sets of binoculars, 1 Asahi Pentax camera, 1
Canon EOS500N camera, a DVD/VHS player / recorder
etc. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
20.M - 1 wheeled cage containing bandages and wall tidys £10-£20
cage and contents are included
21.M - 4 white metal hat / coat stands
£10-£20
22.V - 1 flower foliage stem stripper by TER type SM D2-99,
£20-£40
240v (Trade)
23.V - 1 adjustable electrically operated massage bench with
£20-£40
broken plastic trim on front wheels and 1 adjustable
manually operated massage bench with several tears in the
upholstery (Trade)
24.V - 1 sit under hair dryer on mobile stand by Kronos, 240v
£20-£40
(Trade)
25.M - 3 salon chairs
£10-£20
26.V - 3 graduating size gym benches and 1 circular hop up
£20-£40
platform
27.V - 1 exercise bike by In Style type v600
£10-£20
28.V - 1 exercise bike by In Style type v600
£10-£20
29.V - 1 exercise bench and several other exercise related
£15-£30
items
30.V - 2 wooden gym benches
£20-£40
31.M - 1 folding wheelchair by Drive Medical type Travelite
£20-£40
32.M - 1 Fit Massage vibrating machine by Crazy, 240v
£30-£50
(Trade)
33.M - 1 step ladder & vacuum cleaner (Trade)
£10-£20
34.M - 1 pine circular dining table with 4 chairs
£20-£40
35.V - 1 medical room type bench
£20-£40

36.M - 1 parrot cage
37.M - 2 novelty Santa sledges - 1 large & 1 small
38.V - 3 polished stone fire surrounds - incomplete
39.V - 4 grey folding tables
40.V - 2 black trolleys
41.V - 1 folding screen with transit case
42.V - 1 pallet containing artificial grass - condition unknown
43.V - 2 black metal wheeled frames exact use unknown
44.V - 1 multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6. 5kw
45.V - 1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
46.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Oakford, 7kw
47.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Oakford, 7kw
48.V - 5 boxes each containing 212 x ObBabee plastic bottles
and 1 box containing a large quantity of metal lids
49.V - 10 boxes each containing 212 x ObBabee plastic bottles
and 1 box containing 2156 metal lids
50.V - 10 boxes each containing 212 x ObBabee plastic bottles
and 1 box containing 2156 metal lids
51.V - 10 boxes each containing 212 x ObBabee plastic bottles
and 1 box containing 2156 metal lids
52.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Sovereign
53.M - 1 metal garden water feature
54.M - A quantity of various Christmas decorations and an
inflatable snowman display, 240v. Contents of one shelf
(Trade)
55.M - 1 pressure washer, 1 pump, 1 close coupled toilet with
cistern, 1 domestic steam cleaner by Polti & 1 over head
projector. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
56.M - A quantity of various Christmas decorations including
illuminated. Contents of one shelf (Trade)
57.M - 1 folding bike by Brompton
58.M - 1 pressure washer by Nilfisk type C110. 4 (Trade)
59.V - A quantity of plastic swing top bins. Contents of one
shelf
60.V - A quantity of plastic & metal bins. Contents of one shelf
61.V - 1 unused double mattress
62.V - 1 unused double mattress
63.V - 1 unused double mattress
64.V - 1 unused double mattress
65.V - 1 unused single mattress
66.V - 1 unused single mattress
67.V - 1 unused single mattress
68.V - 1 unused single mattress
69.V - 1 unused single mattress
70.V - 1 unused single mattress
71.V - 1 unused single mattress
72.V - 1 unused single mattress with an unused base
73.M - A quantity of various vases. Contents of one shelf
74.V - A large quantity of sun glasses. Contents of one shelf
75.M - A quantity of various equestrian harnesses etc.
Contents of one shelf
76.M - A large quantity of red baseball caps. Contents of one
shelf
77.M - A quantity of various items including a set of binoculars,
a table top poker table, cricket equipment, a tapestry frame,
a hifi etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
78.M - A quantity of various items including vases, a kettle, a
table lamp, a remote control boat (not known if complete)
etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
79.M - A large quantity of various music CDs and several
framed prints. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
80.M - A quantity of various items including numerous horse
pictures, horse crockery, glasses etc. Contents of one bay
/3 shelves
81.M - A quantity of various items including picture frames,
crockery, a telephone etc. Contents of two shelves
82.M - A quantity of various items including crockery,
ornaments etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
83.M - A quantity of various items including crockery,
ornaments, vases etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
84.M - A quantity of various small plastic sledges by KHW.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves

£30-£50
£100-£150
£30-£50
£50-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£10-£20
£140-£170
£140-£170
£150-£200
£150-£200
£50-£80
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£15-£30
£75-£100
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£100-£200
£35-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£50-£100
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
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85.M - A quantity of various items including 2 speakers, a
record player, a Kodak printer, crockery etc. Contents of
one bay /3 shelves (Trade)
86.M - One golf bag containing various clubs
87.M - 1 black TV stand
88.M - 2 pine chest of drawers, 1 mirror and 1 chair
89.M - 2 wooden chests of drawers
90.M - 4 white coffee tables by Ikea
91.M - 1 dark wood coffee table
92.M - 1 shelf unit, 1 dark wood cabinet, 1 glass front cabinet
and 2 bedside cabinets
93.M - 1 vacuum cleaner by Vax (Trade)
94.M - 1 Dyson vacuum cleaner type DC07 Animal & 1 electric
heater by DeLonghi (Trade)
95.M - 1 wood effect chest of 5 drawers and 2 x small 3 drawer
wood effect cabinets (Trade)
96.M - 1 wood effect drop leaf table and 2 non matching dining
chairs
97.V - 2 brown upholstered dining chairs
98.M - 3 plastic folding tables
99.M - 1 wardrobe, 1 shelf unit, 1 chest with lift up lid, one
mirror and one watercolour by Pam Schofield
100.M - 1 pine dining table and 6 Chairs with rush seats
101.V - 1 pine oval dining table
102.V - 2 light painted ladder back dining chairs
103.V - 1 Pine single headboard
104.M - 1 circular pine dining table
105.M - A quantity of various items including office related
items, files etc and household related items including prints,
a clock etc. Contents of two shelves
106.V - Blank
107.M - A wood effect two door home computer cabinet
108.V - 1 white shelf unit with 16 shelves / 16 removable
coloured storage bins
109.V - 1 white shelf unit with 16 shelves / 16 removable
coloured storage bins
110.V - 1 white shelf unit with 16 shelves / 16 removable
coloured storage bins
111.V - 2 white shelf units each with 8 shelves / 8 removable
coloured storage bins
112.M - 2 coffee tables, 1 Dyson vacuum cleaner type DC50, 4
folding chairs, 2 speakers, 1 bedside cabinet, 2 stands & 1
wine rack
113.M - A 2 part wood effect dresser with built in lights (Trade)
114.M - 1 dining table & 1 wood effect chest of drawers
115.M - 1 modern style curved TV stand
116.M - A tall plastic 8 drawer storage tower
117.M - A tall plastic 8 drawer storage tower
118.M - 2 green upholstered easy chairs, 2 green upholstered
foot stools & 1 other foot stool
119.M - 1 adjustable dress makers dummy
120.M - 1 floor standing magnifying light & several exhibition
type boards
121.M - 1 pine drop leaf table & 2 chairs
122.M - 1 light upholstered 3 piece suite comprising of 1 x 3
person sofa and 2 x arm chairs
123.M - 1 floral upholstered two person sofa & 1 matching arm
chair
124.M - A fabric upholstered 3 piece suite comprising of 1 x 3
person sofa & 2 x arm chairs
125.M - One red upholstered two-person sofa with a matching
armchair and footstool
126.M - 1 pedal go kart by Action Man type F1010
127.M - A quantity of various bags and cases including a
Technics Record Bag contents of half a shelf
128.M - A quantity of various travel and metal flight cases
contents of half a shelf
129.M - A quantity of various travel bags including guitar cases
etc contents of half a shelf
130.M - A quantity of various travel bags including guitar cases
etc contents of half a shelf
131.M - A quantity of various flight cases contents of half a shelf
132.M - A quantity of various heavy duty bags (used for metal
drum kit) contents of half a shelf

£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£70
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£70
£20-£40
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£30
£10-£20
£25-£50
£15-£30

£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£20-£40

133.M - 1 m-audio keystation keyboard with 61 keys and an
£30-£60
Evolution MK361c with 49 keys both with stands trade
134.M - Four various Remo cymbal stands, two microphones
£40-£80
stands and a music stand
135.V - One keyboard amplifier by carlsbro type cobra 90 trade
£30-£60
136.M - Two very large vintage loudspeakers by tannoy type
£900-£1000
hpd-385A
137.M - 5 various snare drum stands and one kick drum stand
£30-£60
138.V - 1 large multi level stage by stage systems type Q build £1000-£1500
kit 300, comes with 24 frames and decks, 10 additional
frames and decks, 2 additional ramps, additional edging,
additional rails etc RRP without extras is £4,697.13 trade
138a.M - A quantity of various cymbal stands, mostly Remo
£30-£60
138b.V - 1 flight case containing 3 RAT opera stands with lights
£20-£40
139.M - 1 Roland percussion sound drum kit type td-6v unit
£75-£150
comes with three drums 3 symbals a stool, a kick drum and
one other Roland pedal trade
140.M - 1 Behringer ultratone keyboard amplifier/pa system
£50-£100
type k900fx 90 watt trade
141.M - One autocrat John Grey snare drum 14" and one other £75-£150
vintage snare drum 14" x 3" both by Remo
142.M - 1 premier Dominion mayor brass snare drum 14" and
£75-£150
one vintage snare drum 14" by everplay extra
143.M - 1 vintage sakae pearl snare drum 14" & 1 piccolo snare £75-£150
drum 14" x 3"
144.M - 1 sonor TomTom 14" and 1 vintage snare 14"
£20-£40
145.M - 1 vintage Edgware floor Tom 16 inch with case please
£20-£40
note only one leg
146.M - One set of three drums by performer 12 inch 16 inch
£20-£40
and 13 inch
147.M - A quantity of various drum related items including
£20-£40
stands snare skins practice pads etc
148.M - 1 Yamaha PSR 200 keyboard with keyboard stand and £10-£20
power adaptor trade
149.M - 2 black rectangular carry cases
£10-£20
150.M - A quantity of various electrical items including printers,
£10-£20
lights, an electronic typewriter, kitchen items etc Contents
of one shelf (Trade)
151.M - Two fabric protective keyboard cases by equinox for
£10-£20
keyboards up to 49 keys
152.M - 2 hard carry cases/ flight cases for electric guitars
£20-£40
153.M - 1 Chester 4-string electric bass guitar, with stand
£25-£50
154.M - 1 red electric guitar by sun Mustang, with stand
£25-£50
155.M - 1 black electric guitar by Fender, type Squier Strat, with £25-£50
stand
156.M - 1 black electric guitar by Fender type Squier tele with
£25-£50
stand
157.M - 1 two-tone wood effect electric guitar by Rose Morris
£25-£30
with stand
158.M - 1 black electric guitar by Aria Pro 2- wildcat series with £50-£100
stand
159.M - 1 blue electric guitar by Fender type Squier Strat with
£25-£50
case
160.M - 1 black electric guitar by Peavey type raptor special
£25-£50
with case
161.M - 1 black electric guitar by Fender type Stratocaster with £100-£200
case
162.M - One Green Glitter electric guitar with no make or model £50-£100
visible
163.M - 1 transparent electric guitar by Legend with case
£50-£100
164.M - 1 blue double drum kick pedal by big dog
£25-£50
165.M - Four various drum pedals by Pearl, Gibraltar, mapex
£30-£60
and a vintage pedal by Ludwig type speed King
166.M - 1 vintage TomTom drum by Gretsch type Catalina Club £40-£80
12 inch with case
167.M - One Roland pd-8 sample drum kit with a kd 7 kick drum £50-£100
trigger and an FD 8 control pedal
168.M - 1 x 4 string violin with bow in case no make visible
£20-£40
169.M - 1 vintage electric lap Steel guitar by selmer
£40-£80
170.M - 1 keyboard volume pedal 1 English wire buzzer swell
£40-£80
pedal one. Pray pedal 24th stop pedals etc contents of one
shelf
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171.M - 1 vintage pre 1967 Vox valve amplifier type AC30, this £500-£1000
unit powers on but will benefit a service, comes with original
pedal, spare buttons, knobs & a service guide/manual,
trade
172.M - A 2 tone electric mandolin by Rauen with hard carry
£30-£60
case
173.M - 1 vintage banjo/ ukulele in a hard carry case no model
£40-£80
or make is visible comes with a large amount of spare
strings
174.M - Vintage 36 string chord/auto harp by musima
£25-£50
175.M - 1 solid top acoustic guitar by Durango with hard carry
£50-£100
case
176.M - 1 black short scale electric guitar by a electric in hard
£20-£40
carry case
177.M - 2 Short scale electric guitars and 1 small acoustic guitar £20-£40
contents of one shelf
178.M - 1 electric mandolin by Gadmn model ma-005
£30-£60
179.M - 1 vintage banjo by jetel in hard carry case with extra
£40-£80
strings
180.M - 1 wooden glockenspiel with case
£40-£80
181.M - 1 acoustic guitar by Chantry with case
£10-£20
182.M - A set of three Tom Tom drums by Gope
£20-£40
183.M - 3 various Tom Tom drums
£20-£30
184.M - A quantity of various lighting equipment for photography £30-£60
including lights, stands etc
185.M - 3 various camera tripods
£20-£30
186.M - A quantity of scratch plates for electric guitars and 5
£20-£40
orange crush 3 amplifier panels for the orange crush
amplifier
187.M - Four various vintage Tom Tom drums
£30-£60
188.M - a quantity of symbols and gongs
£20-£40
189.M - A quantity of various collectible children's musical
£20-£40
instruments including a stylophone beatbox finger drums
toys etc contents of three shelves
190.M - A quantity of various wind instruments and percussion
£20-£40
instruments contents of one shelf
191.M - A quantity of various electronic items including an
£40-£80
intempo iPod dock Stereo headphones a synergy DJ mixer
and a limit belt drive variable speed turntable contents of
two shelves trade
192.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a
£50-£100
voltmeter a switch a vintage fan a vintage theremin and an
oscilloscope by Hamed trade
193.M - Three pairs of hi-fi speakers by JPW Wharfedale,
£30-£60
Harman Kardon & a wall mounting speaker kit contents of
one shelf
194.M - 4 boxes containing a large quantity of audio leads
£20-£40
contents of two shelves
195.M - A large quantity of guitar parts and accessories
£20-£40
contents of one large shelf
196.M - A quantity of various vintage electronic items including
£30-£60
a transistorised Reverberation unit a valve radio a transistor
radio professional cassette recorder and an all-in-one
record and cassette unit trade contents of two shelves
£40-£80
197.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a Kam
rack mount power amplifier model KX r300 a rack carry
case a stereo cassette deck by teac and to Cambridge
Audio integrated amplifiers contents of one shelf trade
£10-£20
198.M - 1 Mini Hi-Fi component system by Kenwood Type R X
D 960 MD please note this is unit and cabinet only no
speakers included trade
199.M - 1 korg sq-1 step sequencer trade
£20-£40
200.M - 1 korg analogue rhythm machine type volca beats unit
£30-£60
requires a 9 volt power adaptor trade
201.M - 1 korg analogue loop synth type volca keys unit
£30-£60
requires a 9 volt power adaptor trade
202.M - 1 korg kaoss Pad 3 Unit comes with power adaptor
£40-£80
trade
203.M - 1 korg G3 guitar effects processor unit comes with
£20-£40
power adaptor trade

204.M - A quantity of various items by korg including a mono
tribe analogue ribbon station a monotron duo and a
monotron delay please note the Mono tribe has been
opened and is missing its screws but the unit does power
up comes with power adaptor trade
205.M - one boss reverb box type RX100 and a boss Dr rhythm
digital unit type dr220 unit comes with power adaptor trade
206.M - 2 guitar effect pedals 1 chromatic tuner tu-3 and one
super chorus ch-1 both unit are bagged and boxed trade
207.M - 2 boss guitar effect pedals and one boss effect pad the
models are dd3 PS2 and Dr pad trade
208.M - 3 guitar effects pedals, t-bone distortion by danelectro,
distortion extremely txn by Nobles and a generic delay
pedal
209.M - 1 compact pad controller by akai professional type
mpd18 please note no power adaptor is included trade
210.M - 3 Guitar effect pedals, distortion 3 by mxr, an envelope
filter ef1 by EXRR and a flange FL-02 by EXRR
211.M - 1 multi effect guitar pedal by digitech type rp500 unit
requires a 9 volt power adaptor trade
212.M - 1 vintage analogue drum machine by Roland type
rhythm 77 trade
213.M - 1 x 25 key MIDI controller by midiman type: oxygen 8
and an Alesis perc pad trade
214.M - 1 vintage Yamaha music computer type cx5m unit
comes with power adapter cartridges and music keyboard
yk10 with case trade
215.M - Two small guitar amplifiers one by Acoustic Solutions
and one by kickstart trade
216.M - 1 stage wedge monitor by Peavey type pro 15pm
217.M - Two guitar amplifiers by Marshall g15rcd and 1 mg10cd
trade
218.M - 1 guitar amplifier by VOX type Valvetronic Model AD15
T trade
219.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a tannoy
subwoofer a pair of KEF speakers a Sony 5 disc compact
disc changer a karaoke machine etc contents of one shelf
trade
220.M - Two vintage musical instruments one by Suzuki type
omnichord and one keytar by Yamaha type shs-10 trade
220a.M - 2 midi keyboard controllers by Roland APC 160 and a
PC 200, a quantity of power adaptors including casio,
Technics etc contents of one case, case included
221.M - 2 x 6 channel mixers by Behringer eurorack ub802, 2
carry cases, a vintage electro voice 654 microphone and
various microphone stands trade
222.M - One analogue synthesizer by Siell type mono, please
note one of the keys is missing trade
223.M - 1 x 32 key synthesizer by Roland type sh 101 unit
requires a 9 to 12 volt power adaptor which is not included
trade
224.M - 1 High sample rate 16 bit drum machine by alesis type
hr-16 unit comes with power adaptor trade
225.M - A 16 channel mixing desk by soundcraft type spirit folio
16:2 unit comes with power adaptor and case trade
226.M - A vintage analogue synthesizer by Qctave model The
Cat trade
227.M - A digital monophonic synthesizer by korg type ms-20
this unit comes with power adapter, patch leads and carry
case trade
228.M - A 12 channel mixing console by Yamaha type mg12 A
Red Dwarf DJ mixer and a Roland TR 909 clock trade
229.M - 2 portable rackmount units containing a 16 channel
mixer by Roland type m 16 y Behringer ultrapatch Pro a
Ibanez digital delay a Yamaha spx90II a bokse TS4 time
base splitter and an akai professional midi drum expander
xe8 trade
230.M - One controller and sequencer by Arturia and a MIDI
controlled automap Launchpad by novation please note
there are no power adaptors included trade
231.M - A korg analogue drum machine type KPR 77 please
note requires 9 volt DC power adaptor which is not included
trade

£30-£60

£50-£100
£40-£80
£60-£120
£30-£60
£10-£20
£30-£60
£30-£60
£100-£200
£30-£60
£40-£80
£20-£40
£30-£60
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40

£80-£160
£20-£30
£40-£80
£60-£120
£300-£600
£20-£40
£40-£80
£400-£800
£300-£600
£30-£60
£80-£160

£40-£80
£100-£200
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232.M - 1 dual channel midi to CV converter by Kenton
£40-£80
electronics type Pro 2 trade
233.M - A quantity of various effect units Inc, an echo reverb
£60-£120
master by shin-ei, flange 670 by DOD, a D2 synth by JSH,
a mini chorus 460 by DOD etc contents of one shelf
234.M - A quantity of various vintage children's keyboards
£30-£60
including Casio VL tone stylophone and music master
contents of two shelves
235.M - A quantity of various music related items including an
£30-£60
Alesis portable 2 channel 24 bit USB audio interface a
Behringer U control uca202 USB sound module and a
microphone mixing Box by Wanstonic contents of one shelf
trade
236.M - 2 vintage Russian Game and Watch LCD handheld
£30-£60
games
237.M - One dj cd mixing console by Gemini consisting of CD- £100-£200
240 professional dual CD player and a PMX1800 stereo
mixer, unit comes with a pair of large loudspeakers & a
wireless microphone trade
238.V - An all-in-one desktop PC by Lenovo with an Intel
£60-£120
Pentium j2900 2.41 gig processor 4GB RAM 500GB hard
disk drive running Windows, comes with keyboard and
mouse trade
239.V - An all-in-one desktop PC by Lenovo with an Intel
£60-£120
Pentium j2900 2.41gb processor 4GB RAM 500GB hard
disk drive running Windows, comes with keyboard and
mouse trade
240.V - An all-in-one desktop PC by Lenovo with an Intel
£60-£120
Pentium j2900 2.41gb processor 4GB RAM 500GB hard
disk drive running Windows, comes with keyboard and
mouse trade
241.V - An all-in-one desktop PC by Lenovo with an Intel
£60-£120
Pentium j2900 2.41gb processor 4GB RAM 500GB hard
disk drive running Windows, comes with keyboard and
mouse trade
242.V - An all-in-one desktop PC by Lenovo with an Intel
£60-£120
Pentium j2900 2.41gb processor 4GB RAM 500GB hard
disk drive running Windows, comes with keyboard and
mouse trade
243.M - A Minolta 9000 35mm camera with case but no lens
£10-£20
244.M - One BlackBerry mobile phone and 1 USB digital TV
£10-£20
adaptor by Seal trade
245.M - 1 boxed / unused Pentax K-R digital SLR camera with
£20-£40
various accessories including a Pentax SMC DAL 18-55
lens, charger, battery, strap, instructions etc
246.M - 1 Nikon D60 digital SLR camera with various
£15-£30
accessories including a Nikon AF 18-55mm lens, a Nikon
AF-S DX 55-200mm lens & a Tamron 18-200mm lens
247.M - 1 SLR camera by Minolta type Maxxum 600si with
£15-£30
various accessories including a VC-507/600 battery /
vertical control grip, 1 Sigma 28-105mm UC zoom lens, 1
Sigma 18mm lens & 1 Cobra flash gun type 700AF-Mi
248.M - 1 unused camera carrying back pack by Lowepro
£15-£30
249.M - 1 Toshiba satellite laptop with a Celeron dual core 2.10 £30-£60
gigahertz CPU 4GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive trade
250.M - 1 hp widescreen laptop with a AMD athlon 64 1.7ghz
£20-£40
processor 3 GB RAM and a 256gb drive trade
251.V - Asus laptop with a Celeron n3060 1.6 gigahertz CPU
£60-£120
8GB RAM 1TB hard disk drive running Windows 10 home
trade
252.V - One desktop PC with an Intel Core i5 3330 3.0 CPU
£40-£80
16GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive running Windows 7
which will require activation no key is supplied, comes with
2 monitors, 3 keyboards & a mouse, trade
253.V - 1 multifunction printer by HP type Officejet pro 6970
£10-£20
trade
254.V - Two boxed office printers by HP type 3520 and 2540,
£10-£20
one requires attention the other requires Ink - trade
255.V - 2 desktop printers by Kyocera type ecosystem & one by £10-£20
i-Sensys - trade
256.V - 1 interactive dry wipe board / touch board by Smart type £80-£160
SB 680 with a Smart Unifi 35 projector, 4 pens and eraser
(Trade)

257.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a
realistic system 7 receiver CD player a turntable etc trade
258.M - 1 x 19 inch HDTV by Panasonic model number TX l 19
x 10, no remote control trade
259.M - 1x 32 inch Sony HDTV model number kdl32p3000 unit
comes with stand and remote control trade
260.M - One slim Xbox 360 by Microsoft comes with a 320GB
hard disk drive, Kinect, 16 games and one controller trade
261.M - One small dehumidifier by micromark model number
mm 9088 trade
262.M - One unused vintage stereo system by akai type
avm313L, unit comes with speakers. Contents of one shelf
- trade
263.M - 1 Sony 32 inch HD TV model number kdl32CX-523 Unit
comes with stand no remote control trade
264.M - 1 x 19 inch television by Samsung model number
LE19R71b comes on a stand with remote control trade
265.M - A 26 inch LCD TV by JVC type lt26de9BJ no remote trade
266.M - A 32 inch HD TV by Samsung model number
le32a456C2d unit comes on a stand with remote control
trade
267.M - One slim Xbox 360 by Microsoft with a 250gb hard disk
drive 16 games all Leads a Turtle Beach headset, a
controller and a 24 inch DVD HD TV with wall mount, trade
268.M - A 19 inch television with DVD and a 24 inch television
with wall mount trade
269.M - A quantity of various office supplies including the
printing calculator and Avery guillotine and an optimal grip
stapler
270.M - A quantity of various CCTV cameras and plastic
baskets trade
271.M - various electronic items including a Technics compact
disc player and Aiwa stereo receiver and an Aiwa cassette
player no speakers are included trade
272.M - A quantity of various items including a USB amplifier by
Pulse type SRA160USB, a KAM multi format karaoke
player type PRO 5500DVD USB, a Sony CD player, a
Yamaha powered sub woofer etc. Contents of two shelves
(Trade)
273.M - Two television stands by Pro Signal, contents of one
shelf
274.M - Various office related items including 2 trimmers,
stapler, hole punch, folders etc. Contents of 2 shelves
275.M - 1 office binding machine by GBC, a stapler, a hole
punch stickers and folders contents of 1 shelf
276.M - A quantity of various office supplies including a comb
binding machine, labels, paper, a printing calculator etc.
Contents of three shelves
277.V - 3 unused electric convection heaters by Daewoo contents of 2 shelves
278.V - 4 unused electric convection heaters by Daewoo contents of 2 shelves
279.V - 5 unused electric convection heaters by Daewoo contents of 3 shelves
280.M - 1 small case containing a quantity of hair dressing
related items including scissors, a beard trimmer etc
281.V - 1 skin scanner type F-1 & a quantity of skin care
products by Dermalogica. Please note that the skin scanner
has a cracked plastic viewer surround. Contents of one
shelf (Trade)
282.M - A large quantity of various DVDs. Contents of three
shelves
283.M - A quantity of various DVDs and CDs. Contents of three
shelves
284.M - 1 box containing a quantity of approx 500 novelty
ceramic snowmen with pre-printed names. Contents of one
shelf
285.M - 1 box containing a quantity of approx 500 novelty
ceramic snowmen with pre-printed names. Contents of one
shelf
286.M - 1 box containing a quantity of approx 600 novelty
ceramic snowmen with pre-printed names. Contents of one
shelf

£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£60
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£70

£12-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£40

£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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287.M - 1 blue / grey plastic 10 drawer storage cabinet
£15-£30
288.M - 1 grey plastic 10 drawer storage cabinet
£15-£30
289.M - 1 grey plastic 10 drawer storage cabinet
£15-£30
290.V - A quantity of various electronic items including a printer
£10-£20
and monitor, a laminator and a phone, contents of two
shelves - trade
291.M - A quantity of various items including CDs, DVDs,
£10-£20
speakers, a DVD player etc. Contents of two shelves
(Trade)
292.M - 11 bags containing various fabric - sizes marked on
£20-£40
bags. Contents of two shelves
293.M - 1 box containing a quantity of over 500 novelty ceramic £30-£50
snowmen with pre-printed names. Contents of one shelf
294.V - 1 multifunction printer by Epson type workforce wf-3620 £15-£30
(Trade)
295.M - 2 printers by Epson types Photo P50 & Photo
£10-£20
PX720WD. Contents of two shelves (Trade)
296.V - Blank
297.M - 1 cream upholstered massage chair with footstool,
£30-£50
power supply and remote control (Trade)
298.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Freerider type
£550-£650
FR168W supplied with a mains battery charger (Trade)
299.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Strider type ST1. £250-£350
Please note that this scooter is not supplied with a battery
charger. Internet search shows cost for a suitable charger
is £49
300.M - 1 battery assisted tricycle by Mission type Solo supplied £600-£750
with a battery charger. New price is £1600 (Trade)
301.M - 1 ladies pedal cycle by Crosswind type City Tec
£40-£70
302.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size £10-£20
small, rrp £55.00
303.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size £10-£20
small, rrp £55.00
304.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size £10-£20
medium, rrp £55.00
305.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size £10-£20
medium, rrp £55.00
306.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size £10-£20
large, rrp £55.00
307.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size £10-£20
large, rrp £55.00
308.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size £10-£20
extra large, rrp £55.00
309.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in Navy, size £10-£20
extra large, rrp £55.00
310.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in burgundy,
£10-£20
size small, rrp £55.00
311.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in burgundy,
£10-£20
size medium, rrp £55.00
312.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in burgundy,
£10-£20
size medium, rrp £55.00
313.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in burgundy,
£10-£20
size large, rrp £55.00
314.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in burgundy,
£10-£20
size large, rrp £55.00
315.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in black, size £10-£20
small, rrp £55.00
316.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in black, size £10-£20
medium, rrp £55.00
317.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in black, size £10-£20
large, rrp £55.00
318.V - 1 maternity padded jacket by Mamalicious in black, size £10-£20
extra large, rrp £55.00
319.V - 2 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in black,
£20-£40
size small, rrp £55.00 each
320.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue, size £50-£80
large, rrp £55.00 each
321.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue, size £50-£80
large, rrp £55.00 each
322.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue, size £50-£80
medium, rrp £55.00 each
323.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue, size £50-£80
medium, rrp £55.00 each

324.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in blue, size
medium, rrp £55.00 each
325.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in black,
size medium, rrp £55.00 each
326.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in black,
size medium, rrp £55.00 each
327.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in black,
size large, rrp £55.00 each
328.V - 5 maternity padded jackets by Mamalicious in black,
size large, rrp £55.00 each
329.V - 1 maternity parka by Mamalicious in blue, size medium,
rrp £65.00
330.V - 1 maternity parka by Mamalicious in blue, size large, rrp
£65.00
331.V - 1 maternity parka by Mamalicious in blue, size large, rrp
£65.00
332.V - 1 maternity parka by Mamalicious in green, size large,
rrp £65.00
333.V - 1 maternity parka by Mamalicious in green, size large,
rrp £65.00
334.V - 1 maternity parka by Mamalicious in green, size large,
rrp £65.00
335.V - 1 maternity polar jacket by Mamalicious in beige, size
medium, rrp £110.00
336.V - 1 maternity polar jacket by Mamalicious in beige, size
large, rrp £110.00
337.V - 1 maternity polar jacket by Mamalicious in beige, size
medium, rrp £110.00
338.V - 1 maternity polar jacket by Mamalicious in beige, size
extra large, rrp £110.00
339.M - 14 various items of ladies clothing
340.M - 12 various items of ladies clothing
341.M - 10 various items of ladies clothing
342.M - 10 various items of ladies clothing
343.M - 10 various items of ladies clothing
344.M - 10 various items of ladies clothing
345.M - 9 various items of ladies clothing
346.M - A Ladies's cream coloured leather jacket by La Matta size 16
347.M - 1 ladies fur trimmed coat - no other details visible
348.M - A two part sailing suit by Henri-Lloyd size L & a two part
sailing suit by Musto-Hyde size M
349.M - 11 various gentlemans jackets / suits
350.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size XL, RRP £75
351.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size XL, RRP £75
352.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size L, RRP £75
353.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size L, RRP £75
354.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size L, RRP £75
355.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size L, RRP £75
356.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size L, RRP £75
357.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size L, RRP £75
358.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size M, RRP £75
359.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size M, RRP £75
360.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size M, RRP £75
361.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size M, RRP £75
362.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size M, RRP £75
363.V - 1 Mlroya jacket by Mamalicious size M, RRP £75
364.M - A quantity of various items including a Vango Venture
500 tent, art books, a kit bag etc. Contents of one bay /3
shelves
365.V - 1 tan leather back pack by Made in Global
366.V - 1 tan leather back pack by Made in Global
367.V - 1 cream leather bag by Made in Global
368.V - 1 cream leather bag by Made in Global
369.V - 1 red leather bag by Made in Global
370.V - 1 black leather back pack by Made in Global
371.V - 1 black back pack by Made in Global
372.V - 1 black back pack by Made in Global
373.V - 1 grey leather back pack by Made in Global
374.V - 1 grey leather back pack by Made in Global
375.V - 1 black leather bag by Made in Global
376.V - 1 black leather bag by Made in Global
377.V - 1 Brown leather back pack by Made in Global
378.V - 1 Brown leather back pack by Made in Global

£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
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379.V - 1 grey leather back pack by Made in Global
£30-£50
380.V - 1 grey leather back pack by Made in Global
£30-£50
381.M - 2 metal / glass candle holders
£10-£20
382.M - 1 knitting machine by Brother type KH-836 with a
£100-£150
quantity of various accessories
383.M - 4 various child / young adult wetsuits by Tiki, Sola etc
£10-£20
(3 long sleeve & 1 short sleeve) and 1 unused Kick Back
back pack. Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
384.M - A quantity of various fishing related items including
rods, reels, a loaded tackle box etc. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves
385.M - A quantity of various unused fishing related items
£20-£40
including lures, reels, flies etc. Contents of one shelf
386.M - A quantity of various unused fishing related items
£20-£40
including lures, reels, flies etc. Contents of one shelf
387.M - A quantity of various unused fishing related items
£20-£40
including lures, reels, flies etc. Contents of one shelf
388.M - A quantity of various unused fishing related items
£20-£40
including lures, reels, flies etc. Contents of one shelf
389.M - A quantity of various unused fishing related items
£20-£40
including lures, a reel, a rod, flies etc. Contents of one shelf
390.M - A quantity of various unused fishing related items
£20-£40
including lures, stealth tape, flags, 2 reels etc. Contents of
one shelf
391.M - 1 hand painted on silk physacdelic inspired view of
£10-£20
Glastonbury Tor by Jan Billings, original gallery price £145,
approx 91cm x 61cm
392.M - 7 bags of various fabric - sizes marked on bags
£40-£60
393.M - a quantity of various fabric - sizes are written on the
£50-£80
bags contents of one shelf
394.M - a quantity of various fabric - sizes are written on the
£50-£80
bags contents of one shelf
395.M - a quantity of various fabric - sizes are written on the
£80-£100
bags contents of one shelf
396.M - a quantity of various fabric - sizes are written on the
£80-£100
bags contents of one shelf
397.V - A quantity of Mother's Day gifts including bookmark sets £10-£20
and candle holders, contents of one shelf
398.V - A quantity of various gift related items including photo
£10-£20
frames and ornaments, contents of one shelf
399.M - 6 full rolls of red self adhesive tear resistant textile tape £15-£30
by Tesa type 4541 50mm x 50m, RRP £25 per roll.
400.M - 6 full rolls of red self adhesive tear resistant textile tape £15-£30
by Tesa type 4541 50mm x 50m, RRP £25 per roll.
401.M - 6 full rolls of red self adhesive tear resistant textile tape £15-£30
by Tesa type 4541 50mm x 50m, RRP £25 per roll.
402.M - A quantity of various garden related items. Contents of
£20-£40
one bay / 4 shelves
403.M - A quantity of various garden related items. Contents of
£20-£40
one bay / 4 shelves
404.M - A quantity of various garden related items. Contents of
£20-£40
one bay / 4 shelves
405.M - A quantity of various garden related items. Contents of
£20-£40
one bay / 4 shelves
406.M - A quantity of various fitness related items. Contents of
£20-£40
one bay / 4 shelves
407.M - A quantity of various fitness related items. Contents of
£20-£40
one bay / 4 shelves
408.M - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
£20-£40
one bay / 4 shelves
409.M - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
£20-£40
one bay / 4 shelves
410.M - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
£20-£40
one bay / 4 shelves
411.M - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
£15-£30
one bay / 3 shelves
412.M - A quantity of various gift / novelty items. Contents of
£15-£30
one bay / 3 shelves
413.V - A small quantity of various laboratory glassware
£10-£20
including flasks, pipettes etc. Contents of two shelves
414.M - A quantity of various items including dust magnet refills, £10-£20
vinyl records and DVDs. Contents of 2 shelves
415.M - A quantity of wooden trays / boxes. Contents of one
£10-£20
shelf

416.M - 1 large reproduction clock - please note that the wood
surround is cracked
417.V - Blank
418.M - 4 various pendant lights with glass shades - trade
419.M - A quantity of various mirrors and Glass shelving - trade
420.M - A quantity of various framed prints, pictures etc.
Contents of one bay / 4 shelves
421.M - 8 various rolls of fabric. Contents of one shelf
422.M - 2 part rolls of cream carpet & 1 foot stool. Contents of
one shelf
423.M - 2 large floor carpets & 1 small rug
424.M - A quantity of smaller table decorations/vases, contents
of one shelf
425.M - A quantity of various children's size boots. Contents of
two boxes
426.V - A quantity of various pairs of slippers. Contents of one
shelf
427.V - A quantity of various shoes / boots - mainly ladies.
Contents of one shelf
428.V - A quantity of various shoes / boots - mainly ladies.
Contents of one shelf
429.V - A quantity of various shoes - mainly ladies. Contents of
one shelf
430.V - A quantity of various shoes - mainly ladies. Contents of
one shelf
431.V - A quantity of various shoes - mainly ladies. Contents of
one shelf
432.V - A quantity of various boots - mainly mans. Contents of
one shelf
433.V - A quantity of various shoes - mainly mans. Contents of
one shelf
434.V - A quantity of various training type shoes. Contents of
one shelf
435.V - A quantity of various Wellington type boots - mainly
ladies. Contents of one shelf
436.M - A quantity of various safety boots - mainly mans.
Contents of one shelf
437.V - A quantity of various shoes / boots - mainly ladies.
Contents of two shelves
438.V - 4 pairs of Wellington type boots by Worker. Contents of
one shelf
439.M - 4 pairs of Wellington type safety boots by Kanyon.
Contents of one shelf
440.M - 4 pairs of Wellington type safety boots by Kanyon.
Contents of one shelf
441.V - A quantity of various footwear - mainly ladies. Contents
of two shelves
442.M - 1 pair of safety boots by Buckler type Buckbootz S5,
size 7
501.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hardback books (two
shelves)
502.M - 2 vintage portable radios, vintage portable cassette
player and quantity of vintage decorative tins
503.M - A Hohner piano accordion in carry case
504.M - A Polaroid folding camera, a portable Roberts radio and
a Technics record playing deck
505.M - A vintage cast iron kitchen scales, various vintage
enameled kitchen pans and various heavy cast iron kitchen
pans
506.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books (3 shelves)
507.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hardback and paperback
books (four shelves)
508.M - A set of small leather bound books by Rudyard Kipling
and 3 other interesting books
508a.M - A vintage hanging light with floral glass shades
509.M - Various vintage teddies and dolls and quantity of
miscellaneous of vintage board games and card games etc
(7 shelves)
510.M - Misc decorative brassware and other metalware etc. (2
shelves)
511.M - A vintage fidelity record player, a vintage dictaphone
and various other items (two shelves)
512.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware,
glassware, ornaments and sundries etc (7 shelves)

£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£5-£10
£5-£10
£20-£40
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
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513.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
£5-£10
household sundries (5 shelves)
514.V - A quantity of glass jelly moulds and a quantity of
£5-£10
miscellaneous decorative glassware, drinking cups and a
large floral cup and saucer (two shelves)
515.M - 1 model sailing boat on plinth & 1 model wooden
£10-£20
trebuchet
516.M - Various vintage cameras, a quantity of sewing aids and
£5-£10
miscellaneous artists paint boxes, pens and sundries etc
(two shelves)
517.M - 2 brass cornets with hard carry cases - 1 by Boosey & 1 £10-£20
by Lark
518.M - A Victorian oil lamp base, a brass saucepan and a
£5-£10
bronzed bust
519.M - A qty of Post Office collectables comprising of a WW2
£20-£40
era official Postman arm band, a P. O. marked leather carry
case containing a 1938 gas mask, a 24 hour clock type 110
and a vintage Royal Mail Fine Laid paper box with retail
advertising card. Contents of one shelf.
520.M - 1 red plastic dial telephone, 2 vintage wooden cased
£15-£30
instruments by Elliott, a vintage Star Wars clock, a
Conservative Party 1990s conference clock, a cobblers last
and 3 metal spring handle shears. Contents of one shelf
521.M - A quantity of various original 1970s Action Man toys
£20-£40
and equipment including a helicopter, a Harrier jump jet, a
jeep, a trailer, a base tent, several figures etc. Contents of
three shelves
522.M - A large quantity of misc ceramic and glass horses etc
£10-£20
(5 shelves)
523.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hardback and paperback
£10-£20
books (5 shelves)
524.M - A quantity of miscellaneous hardback and paperback
£10-£20
books (6 shelves)
525.M - A quantity of decorative souvenir and collectors dolls
£10-£30
526.M - A quantity of mixed music single records including 80's, £20-£40
ska, reggae (trojan), Disco etc
527.M - One box of mixed music LP/12" records, Dance &
£20-£40
Reggae
528.M - One box of music LP/12" records
£10-£20
£20-£40
529.M - One box of mixed music LP records, Dance & Reggae
530.M - One box of mixed music LP records, Dance, white
£20-£40
labels etc
531.M - One box of mixed music LP records, dance, white
£20-£40
labels etc
532.M - One box of mixed music LP records, dance white labels £10-£20
etc
533.M - One box of 1970s and 80s LP records
£30-£60
534.M - One box of 1970s and 80s LP records
£30-£60
535.M - A quantity of music industry related posters, graffiti,
£20-£40
pamphlets and advertising material etc. (four shelves)
536.M - 1 case of musical CDs
£20-£40
537.M - One box of musical CDs
£20-£40
538.M - One box of musical CDs
£20-£40
539.M - One box of musical CDs
£20-£40
540.M - Two cases of musical CDs
£20-£40
541.M - A quantity of Gary Numan, Kraftwerk and other LPs and £60-£120
a stage pass etc. (1 shelf)
542.M - A quantity of mixed music LP records, early 80's hip
£20-£40
hop etc (one shelf)
543.M - A Beatles Sergeant Pepper album and a quantity of
£20-£40
mixed music LP records (one shelf)
544.M - A quantity of mixed music LP records (two shelves)
£10-£20
545.M - A quantity of mixed music LP records, singles & 78rpms £10-£20
(two shelves)
546.M - A quantity of mixed music single records 80's and other £20-£40
musical related items (one shelf)
547.M - A quantity of mixed music LP records David bowie,
£10-£20
simple minds etc (one shelf)
548.M - 2 Sid Vicious & 1 johnny rotten boxed figures, a
£50-£150
quantity of Punk LP's, singles and Ltd Ed Punk
memorabilia, some in mint condition etc (three shelves)
549.M - A signed Boy George album and a quantity of rare
£40-£80
pressed colour vinyl etc
550.M - Two decorative horse wall hangers
£5-£10

551.M - A university students gown and cap
£5-£10
552.M - Blank lot
553.M - A modern camouflage coloured crossbow with bolts
£20-£30
554.M - A German made Weihrauch HW97K .177 calibre air
£200-£250
rifle with telescopic sights and noise reducer
555.M - An American made Crosman .22 calibre air pistol
£40-£60
556.M - A small quantity of pictures, some hunting scenes etc.
£10-£20
557.M - Blank lot
558.M - A collective lot of memorabilia and interesting artefacts
£10-£20
comprising; old postcards, vintage sunglasses, flags and
pennants, Glyndebourne programs and various Theatre
programmes etc.
559.M - Large collective lot of memorabilia and artifacts
£20-£30
including; 2 wooden cased clocks, wooden barometer and
candlesticks, sheet music, various books by Beatrix Potter,
vintage magazines and pamphlets, postcards, artists
palettes, sewing materials and vintage farm animals etc
560.M - Blank lot
561.M - An RAF jacket and beret, and RAF greatcoat and
£10-£20
overalls
562.M - A large vintage copper ships lamp
£50-£100
563.M - A large gilt framed oil painting of a woodland scene and £10-£20
a small framed watercolour of a cottage
564.M - Framed print of a lady, a framed print a mountain scene £10-£20
and a framed black and white photograph of Canterbury
Cathedral
565.M - A gilt framed print of a Victorian Harbour scene
£5-£10
566.M - A gilt frame rural print and a gilt framed map
£10-£20
567.M - A small quantity of misc pictures and frames
£5-£10
568.M - A framed print by Robert Taylor "Air Strike over West
£20-£40
Falkland" counter signed by Lt. CDR Sharkey Ward AFC
RN
568a.M - A framed print by Robert Taylor "Victory over Dunkirk"
£30-£50
counter signed by Bob Stanford-Tuck
568b.M - A framed print by Robert Taylor "Memorial Flight"
£30-£50
counter signed by Leonard Cheshire, Johnnie Johnson and
Peter Townsend
569.M - 2 rectangular framed wall mirrors
£10-£20
570.M - A vintage Sinclair ZX81 computer
£20-£30
571.M - A large vintage copper ships lamp
£50-£100
572.M - A novelty drinking glass chess set with a glass chess
£10-£20
board
573.M - A large heavy volume "The history of Venice in
£10-£20
painting" and a matching volume "The history of Paris in
painting"
574.M - 4 large brass fire hose nozzles, various smaller brass
£20-£40
nozzles and quantity miscellaneous decorative brassware
etc
575.M - Various glass decanters, a quantity of miscellaneous
£10-£20
decorative glassware and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative chinaware
576.M - A large unglazed pottery head, a tall ceramic figure of a £10-£20
woman and a quantity of large ceramic and pottery jugs,
vases and ornaments etc
577.M - Approximately 200 pulp Western and detective novels
£20-£40
578.M - Approximately 25 1950s pulp detective novels
£20-£30
579.M - Approximately 25 1950s pulp detective novels
£20-£30
580.M - Approximately 25 1950s pulp detective novels
£20-£30
581.M - Approximately 25 1950s pulp detective novels
£20-£30
582.M - Approximately 17 vintage pulp detective magazines
£20-£30
583.M - 7 vintage pulp magazines: wonder stories September,
£20-£40
true gang April, amazing stories January, amazing stories
quarterly winter edition, amazing stories September,
amazing stories December, and amazing stories science
fiction February
584.M - 11 vintage Pulp Fiction magazines: history of comics 1
£20-£40
and 2, Conan the Barbarian 1977 and 1975, Dick Tracy
circa 1940s, Shazam Captain Marvel summer edition circa
1920s, amazing world of Superman and mystery
circa1920s
585.M - A large collective lots of memorabilia and artefacts
£10-£30
including; a copper preserving pan, tribal carved wooden
ornaments, a collection of pen knives, corkscrews and
sewing aids etc
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586.M - A 1950s vintage brexton fitted picnic case
£10-£20
587.M - A large ornate doll's house with opening front section
£100-£200
and a large quantity of miscellaneous dolls furniture and
figures etc
588.M - Blank lot
589.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous ceramic cart horses
£10-£20
590.M - A large quantity of ornamental decorative teapots
£20-£30
mainly teddy bears and animals
591.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative ceramic
£10-£20
horses
592.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative novelty
£30-£40
teapots mainly cottages, castles and buildings etc.
593.M - Four ornamental glass decanters and a quantity of
£10-£20
miscellaneous decorative glassware and silver-plated ware
etc
594.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative novelty
£30-£40
teapots mainly various inanimate objects
595.M - A decorative wooden box, two commemorative wall
£10-£20
plates, 5 decorative ginger jars, collection of vintage
vehicles, a brass desk Bell and a quantity of miscellaneous
ornaments and sundries etc
596.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative novelty
£20-£30
teapots, mainly animals and figures
597.M - A 6 place setting Royal Vale cottage garden patterned
£10-£20
tea set
598.M - Various boxed sets of silver and plated cutlery and a
£20-£30
quantity of miscellaneous silver-plated ware and cutlery
599.M - A Royal Doulton figure "Town Crier", a Royal Doulton
£20-£30
figure of a Beefeater, a Royal Doulton figure of a lady toy
seller, a Royal Doulton figure of a couple and 2 plain white
figures
600.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative miniature
£20-£30
novelty teapots
601.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative China and
£10-£20
glassware
602.M - Large quantity of miscellaneous decorative novelty
£20-£30
teapots, mainly small animals etc
£20-£30
603.M - A small circular silver dish with hare handles, a large
plated entree dish, a box set of fish knives and forks and a
quantity of miscellaneous silver-plated wear and cutlery etc
604.M - Reproduction mahogany cased bracket clock with a
£20-£40
brass decorated dial
605.M - A quantity of Royal Doulton bunnykins children's
£10-£20
breakfast Ware, a part Poole Pottery coffee set and other
decorated tea ware
606.M - 3 decorative glass paperweights, three decorative table £10-£20
lamps, a small collection of miniature thimbles and a
quantity of decorated China, glassware and ornaments etc
607.M - A collection of misc memorabilia including; a Victorian
£10-£20
leather bound photograph album, various vintage Travel
leaflets and a quantity of WWI photographs etc
608.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative China,
£10-£20
glassware and ornaments etc
609.M - A silver plated trumpet by Boosey and Hawkes with
£20-£40
hard carry case
610.M - A small quantity of miscellaneous smoking pipes,
£10-£20
lighters, wrist watches, coins and a silver decanter label
611.M - An oboe in carrying case by Giglio
£20-£40
612.M - An oboe in carrying case by Howarth of London
£20-£40
613.M - A small quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery
£5-£10
(basket not included)
614.M - A small quantity of miscellaneous badges etc (basket
£5-£10
not included)
615.M - A white metal novelty corkscrew of a boy
£5-£10
616.M - A small character Jug, a collection of Tetley tea folk
£5-£10
musicians and a small collection of Wade Whimsies
617.M - A ladies engraved silver cased pocket watch
£40-£60
618.M - A Mah-Jong set in carry case
£10-£20
619.M - Blank lot
620.M - Blank lot
621.M - Blank lot
622.M - Blank lot
623.M - Blank lot
624.M - Blank lot

625.M - Blank lot
626.M - Blank lot
627.M - An early inlaid Oak cased grandfather clock with swan
£80-£150
neck cresting, corinthian columns side supports, a painted
face with a 30 hour movement by W Waight of Birmingham
628.M - A metal cabin trunk with a lift lid and side handles and 4 £20-£30
other vintage suitcases
629.M - A golden Oak display cabinet with 5 glazed doors and
£20-£30
closing shelves
630.M - A mahogany Bureau bookcase with a fall front
£40-£60
enclosing a fitted interior, 2 short and 2 long drawers below
and two glazed doors above enclosing adjustable shelves
631.M - An early mahogany 2 part chest on chest with a dentil
£200-£300
course top, 2 short and 6 long graduated drawers with
brass drop handles on bracket feet
632.M - An Edwardian light wood single wardrobe with a
£20-£30
mirrored door and drawer under
633.M - Blank lot
634.M - 2 wooden framed wall mirrors and a gilt framed wall
£10-£20
mirror
635.M - 2 dark wood bookcases each with glazed doors
£10-£20
enclosing adjustable shelves
£5-£10
636.M - A rectangular bevelled wall mirror in a light wood frame
637.M - A pair of wrought iron fire dogs with heavy-duty fire
£20-£30
basket
638.M - An Edwardian black painted metal child's cot
£5-£10
639.M - 2 oval bevelled wall mirrors in wooden frames
£5-£20
640.M - A rectangular bevelled wall mirror in an oak frame
£10-£20
641.M - A small octagonal bevelled wall mirror in an oak frame
£5-£10
642.M - A Victorian cast iron fireplace
£5-£10
643.M - Blank lot
644.M - Blank lot
645.M - Blank lot
646.M - Blank lot
647.M - Blank lot
648.M - Blank lot
649.M - Blank lot
650.M - Blank lot
651.M - Vintage Olivetti portable typewriter, a white painted over £10-£20
mantle mirror, two lamp standards and a small Oak drop
leaf table
652.M - A vintage light wood 6 drawer plan press on stand
£30-£50
653.M - A vintage light wood 10 drawer plan press
£30-£50
654.M - A light oak ecclesiastical 5 seater pew
£30-£50
655.M - A light oak ecclesiastical 5 seater pew
£30-£50
656.M - Small oak bookcase, an oval coffee table with a glass
£5-£10
top and two pictures
657.V - Blank lot
658.M - 1 Georgian oak country made fall front bureau with 2
£60-£100
short and 3 long drawers below, fall front opens to reveal
12 small drawers, 4 small shelves and a small central
cupboard - circa 1780
659.M - A vintage grey enamel index cabinet
£20-£30
660.M - 3 wooden storage boxes with lift lid, a brass umbrella
£20-£30
stand with various umbrellas, a rectangular table with
folding legs and a framed mirror
661.M - A side table with a fitted Anglepoise lamp, a rectangular £5-£10
coffee table with a glass top, a large circular brass tray, a
small stool and a small table
662.M - An Edwardian mahogany tub chair with an upholstered
£5-£10
seat
663.M - A mahogany music stool with a fall front, a wooden
£10-£20
bucket, a rectangular table with twisted legs, a circular light
oak coffee table and nest of light wood coffee tables
664.M - 2 Vintage cabin trunks
£10-£20
665.M - A 1940s vintage Green enamelled 4-drawer metal filing £20-£30
cabinet
666.M - 4 various stools
£10-£20
667.M - An oak rectangular top drawer leaf dining table on
£10-£20
trestle supports
668.M - A wooden round cabin trunk and a metal bound storage £5-£10
trunk
669.M - A very ornate green mottled marble fireplace surround
£40-£80
with mantelpiece and blank marble insert.
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670.M - A reproduction hall table with two drawers
£10-£20
671.M - A reproduction open fronted floor standing bookcase
£10-£20
672.M - 3 reproduction yew wood semicircular side tables
£10-£20
673.M - A vintage 1960s baby's pram
£30-£50
674.M - An upholstered ottoman and 2 upholstered chairs
£5-£15
675.M - A vintage pale brown winged armchair
£10-£20
676.M - A dark wood rectangular top kitchen table, a small
£5-£10
pedestal coffee table and a dark wood sewing box
677.M - 2 dark wood drop leaf occasional tables
£10-£20
678.M - An Edwardian Oak swivel office elbow chair
£40-£60
679.M - A carved oak spinning chair
£5-£10
680.M - An upholstered mahogany folding chair, a Cheval mirror £10-£20
and a 3 tier folding cake stand
681.M - A mahogany framed oval dressing mirror with stand
£10-£20
682.M - A Victorian oak rectangular buffet with turned supports
£20-£40
683.M - A wheel back elbow chair and 3 other bedroom chairs
£10-£20
684.M - A golden oak sideboard with two drawers and
£10-£20
cupboards
685.M - All mahogany framed oval dressing mirror on stand
£5-£10
686.M - A small dark wood wall mounted display cabinet
£5-£10
687.M - A pair of vintage rail back elbow chairs and two walking
£5-£10
sticks
688.M - A large mahogany extending dining table
£5-£20
689.M - An inlaid mahogany corner two-tier washstand
£10-£30
690.M - Victorian carved mahogany bedroom chair with
£10-£20
Regency stripe upholstery and a stick back kitchen chair
691.M - Victorian mahogany upholstered Hall chair with twisted
£10-£20
supports to back and legs
692.M - A set of 4 Victorian mahogany shaped back dining
£20-£30
chairs with cream upholstered seats on cabriole legs
693.M - A Victorian mahogany shield back hall chair with
£10-£20
wooden seat
694.M - A vintage golden oak roll top desk with drawers
£80-£120
695.M - Mahogany rectangular top pedestal writing desk with a
£30-£50
leather surface, drawers on ball and claw feet
696.M - An Edwardian mahogany music stool with an
£10-£20
upholstered top and 3 fall front drawers and a quantity of
old sheet music
697.M - A Victorian 3 seater Chesterfield settee upholstered in
£50-£80
fawn and maroon pattern
698.M - A brass mounted mahogany 3 seater sofa with pink
£50-£150
velour upholstery
699.M - A blue floral moquet upholstered winged armchair on
£20-£30
cabriole legs
700.M - Ercol golden wood vintage sideboard with 3 doors and
£50-£100
2 drawers under
701.M - An Ercol golden wood vintage drop leaf dining table
£50-£80
702.M - A pair of vintage Ercol golden wood armchairs with
£50-£80
Rose patterned upholstery
702a.M - Ercol golden wooden rocking chair.
£30-£50
703.M - 1 Vintage Ercol blonde wood armchair with upholstered £25-£40
seat and back
704.M - A set of four vintage Ercol blonde wood high back
£30-£50
dining chairs with wooden seats
705.M - Golden oak bedside cabinet with a carved door on
£10-£20
twisted legs
706.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bow front sideboard
£30-£60
with drawers with brass drop handles on tapered legs
707.M - An early inlaid mahogany box base dressing mirror with £20-£40
three small drawers
708.M - A Victorian mahogany bow front chest 2 short and 3
£10-£30
long drawers with turned knobs
709.M - A Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long
£20-£40
drawers with turned knobs
710.M - A rectangular topped large pine farmhouse table with 2 £50-£80
drawers on turned legs
711.M - A Victorian mahogany x leg rectangular topped
£20-£40
upholstered stool with eagle feet
712.M - Reproduction mahogany rectangular top side table with £10-£20
two drawers on reeded legs
713.M - A mahogany circular top drop leaf dining table on
£20-£30
cabriole legs
714.V - A mahogany rectangular topped Pembroke table and
£10-£20
turn legs

715.M - An inlaid mahogany drop leaf sewing table with small
£30-£60
drawers, "U" pedestal support on 4 splayed legs
716.M - A reproduction mahogany rectangular topped pedestal
£20-£40
writing desk with drawers and drop handles
717.M - A reproduction mahogany buttoned leather desk chair
£10-£20
718.M - An early mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long
£30-£50
graduated drawers with cock beading and oval brass drop
handles on bracket feet
719.M - A Georgian mahogany bureau with a fall front enclosing £40-£80
fitted interior, 2 short and 2 long drawers under with brass
drop handles on ogee feet
720.M - An early inlaid mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long
£40-£80
graduated drawers with cock beading, brass drop handles
on ogee feet
721.M - A reproduction walnut and mahogany bedroom chest of £40-£80
2 short and 5 long graduated drawers with drop handles
722.M - An inlaid mahogany rectangular top fold-over tea table
£20-£40
with one drawer on tapered legs
723.M - A mahogany rectangular topped fold over tea table on
£40-£80
cabriole legs with ball and claw feet
724.M - An Edwardian mahogany circular top upholstered music £20-£40
stool with 3 splayed legs
725.M - A marquetry inlaid circular top drop leaf occasional
£80-£120
table with a small drawer on tapered legs
726.M - Reproduction mahogany Serpentine front sideboard
£20-£40
with 3 drawers and 2 cupboards
727.M - A small rectangular topped carved oak sewing box with £10-£20
a lift lid
728.M - A small Victorian mahogany drop leaf sewing table with £30-£50
two small drawers on turned legs
729.M - A Victorian mahogany bedroom chest of 2 short and 2
£20-£40
long drawers with drop handles
730.M - A Victorian mahogany chest 2 short and 3 long
£30-£50
graduated drawers with cock beading, circular brass ring
handles on splayed legs

DAY 1 Rostrum 2, Commencing at 10.00am

Office furniture, catering equipment & bio-ethanol
fires.

1001.V - A quantity of approx 200 blue carpet tiles
1002.V - A quantity of approx 200 blue carpet tiles
1003.V - A quantity of approx 200 blue carpet tiles
1004.V - A quantity of approx 200 light coloured carpet tiles
1005.M - 2 non matching black upholstered office swivel chairs
1006.V - 4 chrome framed black upholstered stacking chairs and
3 other stacking chairs
1007.M - 4 green coloured bent wood stacking chairs
1008.V - 8 unused blue upholstered stacking chairs
1009.V - 8 unused blue upholstered stacking chairs
1010.V - 1 wood effect rectangular office table & 1 under work
top pedestal
1011.V - 1 wood effect rectangular office table & 1 under work
top pedestal
1012.V - 1 wood effect rectangular office table - No under work
top pedestal
1013.V - 2 wood effect rectangular office tables - NO under work
top pedestals
1014.V - 2 wood effect rectangular office tables - NO under work
top pedestals
1015.V - 9 black upholstered chrome framed cantilever chairs
1016.M - 6 white stools
1017.M - 7 grey stools
1018.M - 7 light coloured stools
1019.V - 2 non matching upholstered office swivel chairs
1020.V - 4 orange / chrome office swivel chairs
1021.V - 4 green / chrome office swivel chairs
1022.M - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1023.M - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1024.V - 1 uplighter & 2 hat / coat stands (Trade)
1025.V - 1 wooden pigeon hole cabinet - 30 holes

£60-£100
£60-£100
£60-£100
£60-£100
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£70
£40-£70
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£70
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1026.V - 1 unused wood effect shutter front cabinet - dark grey
shutters
1027.V - 1 unused wood effect shutter front cabinet - light grey
shutters
1028.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet
1029.V - 1 unused grey metal shutter front cabinet by Silverline
1030.V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1031.V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1032.V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1033.V - 1 unused tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1034.V - 1 unused wood effect open front shelf unit
1035.V - 1 unused wood effect open front shelf unit
1036.V - 1 unused wood effect open front shelf unit
1037.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1038.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1039.V - 1 tall wood effect / silver shutter front cabinet by
Tangent
1040.V - 1 executive wood effect meeting room storage cabinet
1041.M - 7 light coloured stools
1042.V - 5 cream upholstered chairs
1043.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1044.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1045.V - 1 medium height grey metal shutter front cabinet by
Bisley
1046.V - 1 medium height grey metal shutter front cabinet by
Bisley
1047.V - 1 medium height grey metal shutter front cabinet by
Bisley
1048.V - 1 medium height grey metal shutter front cabinet by
Bisley
1049.V - 1 medium height grey metal shutter front cabinet by
Bisley
1050.V - 1 medium height grey metal shutter front cabinet by
Bisley
1051.V - 1 medium height grey metal shutter front cabinet
1052.V - 1 Brown metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x 3ft
1053.V - 1 Brown metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x 3ft
1054.V - 2 modern 2 person personnel lockers - combination
locks - no keys required
1055.V - 2 non matching shutter front cabinets
1056.V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1057.V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1058.V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1059.V - 1 cream metal 6 person personnel locker with post slot
doors supplied with all keys
1060.M - 1 wall mounted hinged double flip chart frame by
Legamaster
1061.V - 2 bags containing a quantity of various exhibition type
panels
1062.V - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1063.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6
ft by 3 ft
1064.V - 3 grey metal single person personnel lockers supplied
with all keys
1065.V - 1 metal index type cabinet - 21 drawers
1066.V - 1 metal index type cabinet by Bisley - 30 drawers
1067.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1068.V - 1 grey metal medium height shutter front cabinet with
wood effect top
1069.V - 1 grey metal medium height shutter front cabinet with
wood effect top
1070.V - 1 grey metal medium height shutter front cabinet with
wood effect top
1071.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet - medium
1072.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet - medium
1073.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet - medium
1074.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets - medium size
1075.V - One light brown metal two door storage cabinet with
sloping wood effect top - medium-sized
1076.V - One light brown metal two door storage cabinet with
sloping wood effect top - medium-sized

£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40

1077.V - One light brown metal two door storage cabinet with
sloping wood effect top - medium-sized
1078.V - One light brown metal two door storage cabinet with
sloping wood effect top - medium-sized
1079.V - 1 light coloured metal 2 door storage cabinet by
Steelcase - medium size
1080.M - 1 light grey metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar - supplied with 1 key
1081.M - 1 light grey metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar - supplied with 1 key
1082.M - 1 light grey metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar - supplied with 1 key
1083.M - 1 light grey metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking
front bar - supplied with 1 key
1084.M - 1 white metal 2 drawer filing cabinet & 1 pedestal
1085.V - 6 plastic / metal designer style chairs - blue
1086.V - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1087.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1088.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Euro
1089.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1090.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1091.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1092.M - 2 small grey metal pedestals by Herman Miller
1093.V - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets - 1 large & 3 small
drawers
1094.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1095.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1096.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1097.V - 1 grey metal 5 drawer filing cabinet
1098.V - 1 grey metal 5 drawer filing cabinet
1099.V - 1 grey metal 5 drawer filing cabinet
1100.V - 1 grey metal 5 drawer filing cabinet
1101.V - 1 brown metal 5 drawer filing cabinet
1102.V - 3 metal 2 drawer filing cabinets
1103.V - 1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1104.M - 2 low shutter front cabinets with wood effect tops
1105.V - 1 light grey metal shutter front cabinet
1106.V - 1 silver metal shutter front cabinet
1107.V - 1 light grey metal shutter front cabinet
1108.V - 1 light grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1109.V - Blank
1110.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1111.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1112.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1113.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1114.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1115.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1116.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1117.V - 2 wood effect open front shelf units - fixed shelves
1118.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit - fixed shelves
1119.V - 2 wood effect open front shelf units - fixed shelves
1120.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1121.V - 2 x wood effect open front shelf units
1122.V - 3 various wood effect open front shelf units - 1 has fixed
shelves
1123.V - 10 unused blue upholstered cantilever chairs
1124.V - 4 upholstered cantilever chairs
1125.V - 6 upholstered cantilever chairs
1126.V - 2 low wood effect two door storage cabinets
1127.V - 2 low wood effect two door storage cabinets
1128.V - 1 wood effect / silver shutter front cabinet
1129.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1130.V - 1 wood effect two door storage cabinet
1131.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1132.V - 1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1133.V - 3 various low wood effect open front shelf units
1134.V - 1 low wood effect shutter front cabinet
1135.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1136.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1137.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1138.V - 2 Kik type steps
1139.V - 2 Kik type steps
1140.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet
1141.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£60-£100
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£40-£70
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£80-£120
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
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1142.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet
1143.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet
1144.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet
1145.V - 1 medium height wood effect shutter front cabinet
1146.M - 1 grey metal 5 drawer index type cabinet
1147.V - 1 cream metal shutter front cabinet
1148.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet
1149.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet
1150.V - 1 grey metal open front shelf unit
1151.V - 1 grey metal open front shelf unit
1152.V - 1 grey metal open front shelf unit
1153.V - 1 Brown metal shutter front cabinet
1154.V - 1 Brown metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1155.V - 1 tall grey metal shuter front cabinet by Roneo
1156.V - 1 tall grey metal shuter front cabinet by Roneo
1157.V - 1 tall grey metal shuter front cabinet by Roneo
1158.V - 1 tall grey metal shuter front cabinet by Roneo
1159.V - 1 tall grey metal shuter front cabinet by Roneo
1160.V - 1 tall grey metal shuter front cabinet by Roneo
1161.V - 1 tall grey metal shuter front cabinet by Roneo
1162.V - 1 tall grey metal shuter front cabinet by Roneo
1163.V - 2 low wood effect /silver shutter front cabinets
1164.V - 2 low wood effect /silver shutter front cabinets
1165.V - 2 low wood effect /silver shutter front cabinets
1166.V - 2 low wood effect /silver shutter front cabinets
1167.V - 2 low wood effect /silver shutter front cabinets
1168.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x 3ft
1169.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x 3ft
1170.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 3ft x 3ft
1171.M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1172.M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1173.M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1174.V - 1 black metal multi store cabinet by Twinlock comprising 3 drawers, 1 shelf with fold down front and 1
shelf with fold slide in front
1175.V - 1 black metal multi store cabinet by Twinlock comprising 3 drawers, 1 shelf with fold down front and 1
shelf with fold slide in front
1176.M - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1177.M - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1178.M - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1179.M - 3 various office swivel chairs & 2 stacking chairs
1180.V - 7 hat /coat stands
1181.V - 5 hat / coat stands
1182.V - 2 green / grey metal 2 person personnel lockers padlock type do no keys required
1183.M - 1 kneeling stool & 1 table with solid wooden top
1184.V - 1 wood effect coffee table
1185.V - 2 adjustable height grey tables
1186.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed
pedestal
1187.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed
pedestal
1188.M - 1 wood effect rectangular office table & 1 stool
1189.V - 2 white cabinets with full height single pull out drawer
module
1190.V - 2 white cabinets with full height single pull out drawer
module
1191.V - 1 tall white table and 2 white pedestals
1192.V - One wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1193.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1194.V - 1 unused purple upholstered office swivel chair
1195.V - 1 unused black upholstered office swivel chair
1196.V - 3 upholstered operators chairs - 1 has a rip by the lot
number
1197.V - 3 red upholstered operators stools
1198.V - 3 various blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1199.V - 3 various upholstered office swivel chairs
1200.V - 5 various upholstered office swivel chairs
1201.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1202.M - 1 office swivel chair by Herman Miller type Mirra
1203.M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£50-£80
£50-£80
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£40-£70
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20

1204.M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1205.M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1206.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1207.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1208.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1209.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1210.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1211.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1212.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1213.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1214.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1215.V - 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height
end pedestal
1216.V - 1 unused black upholstered operators chair
1217.V - 1 unused black upholstered operators chair
1218.V - 2 office swivel chairs with mesh back panels
1219.V - 2 office swivel chairs with mesh back panels
1220.V - 2 office swivel chairs with mesh back panels
1221.V - 2 office swivel chairs with mesh back panels
1222.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1223.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1224.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1225.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1226.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1227.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1228.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1229.V - 2 black upholstered operators chairs
1230.V - 2 black upholstered operators chairs
1231.M - 1 dark wood effect reception counter
1232.V - 2 dry wipe / flip chart easels
1233.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1234.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1235.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1236.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1237.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1238.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1239.V - 1 red upholstered office swivel chair
1240.V - 7 plastic / metal designer style chairs - white
1241.V - A run of 2 bays (3 uprights) of grey metal semi boltless
stores type racking
1242.V - 10 unused burgundy upholstered cantilever chairs
1243.V - 4 burgundy upholstered cantilever chairs & 4 burgundy
upholstered stacking chairs
1244.V - 15 unused red / blue upholstered stacking chairs
1245.M - One single bed with an Airsprung mattress
1246.M - 1 double bed frame with headboard 4ft 6 inch - NO
mattress
1247.V - 1 large black bean bag by Bean Bag Bizaar
1248.V - 1 large black bean bag by Bean Bag Bizaar
1249.V - 1 large black bean bag by Bean Bag Bizaar
1250.M - 1 double bed frame with headboard but NO mattress 6FT
1251.M - 1 wood framed single bed with a Buckingham 1000
mattress
1252.M - 1 white painted single bed with a Backcare Elite 1000
mattress

£10-£20
£10-£20
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£50-£80
£50-£80
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£70-£100
£20-£40
£80-£120
£50-£80
£60-£100
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
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1253.V - A 3 section wood effect meeting room table with black
inlay comprising of 1 wheeled rectangular table with tipping
top and 2 wheeled semi circular tables with tipping tops
1254.V - 4 unused Brown upholstered chrome framed cantilever
chairs
1255.V - 4 unused dark Brown upholstered chrome framed
cantilever chairs
1256.V - 4 unused dark Brown upholstered chrome framed
cantilever chairs
1257.V - 1 unused tan Brown upholstered chrome framed
cantilever chair
1258.V - 1 dark grey upholstered two person reception seat
1259.V - 1 dark grey upholstered two person reception seat
1260.M - A two person sofa with light coloured covers and 2 rose
cushions
1261.V - 1 black upholstered two person reception seat
1262.V - 1 red upholstered two person reception seat
1263.V - 1 red upholstered two person reception seat
1264.V - 1 tall circular poster type table
1265.V - 4 hat / coat stands
1266.M - 1 wooden portable folding lectern - folds down to 14cm
flat in seconds
1267.V - A wood / metal 4 person reception seat
1268.V - 6 Green upholstered upholstered stacking chairs
1269.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel and head rest
1270.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel and head rest
1271.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1272.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1273.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1274.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1275.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1276.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1277.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1278.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
panel
1279.V - 2 white chairs
1280.V - 4 black upholstered cantilever stacking chairs
1281.V - 4 black upholstered cantilever stacking chairs
1282.V - 4 black upholstered stacking chairs
1283.V - 4 plastic stacking chairs - 3 x white & 1 x green
1284.V - Blank
1285.V - Blank
1286.V - Blank
1287.V - Blank
1288.V - Blank
1289.V - Blank
1290.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Dublin II -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1291.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Dublin II -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1292.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Dublin II -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1293.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Dublin II -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1294.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Dublin II -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1295.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type White Arch -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting

£40-£70
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20

£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£30-£50

1296.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type White Arch -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1297.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type White Arch -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1298.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type White Arch -boxed / unused
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1299.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1300.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1301.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1302.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1303.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1304.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1305.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Vienna-boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1306.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1307.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1308.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1309.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1310.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1311.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1312.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1313.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1314.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1315.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1316.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Milan - unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1317.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Milan - unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1318.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace - unused and no bioethanol fuel is
included. Please read instructions carefully before use /
relighting
1319.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type White Twisty - unused and
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting

£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
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1320.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey II with black pebbles - £20-£40
boxed / unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please
read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1321.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey II with black pebbles - £20-£40
boxed / unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please
read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1322.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey II with black pebbles - £20-£40
boxed / unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please
read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1323.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey II with black pebbles - £20-£40
boxed / unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please
read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1324.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey II with black pebbles - £20-£40
boxed / unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please
read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1325.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey - boxed / unused and £20-£40
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1326.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey - boxed / unused and £20-£40
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1327.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey - boxed / unused and £20-£40
no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1328.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Chelsea - boxed / unused
£15-£30
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1329.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Chelsea - boxed / unused
£15-£30
and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1330.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude Black - boxed /
£30-£50
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1331.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude Black - boxed /
£30-£50
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1332.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude White - boxed /
£30-£50
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1333.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude White - boxed /
£30-£50
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1334.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude White - boxed /
£30-£50
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1335.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude White - boxed /
£30-£50
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read
instructions carefully before use / relighting
1501.M - 1 pallet containing approx 20 clear glass circular table
£80-£160
tops - 1.2m diameter and NO BASES INCLUDED
1502.M - 2 large sack design planters
£36-£40
1503.M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns each with two
£40-£60
handles
1504.M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns with leaf decoration
£50-£70
on sides
1505.M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns each with two
£40-£60
handles
1506.M - 2 large concrete garden sack shaped planters
£30-£40
1507.M - 2 large 2 piece urn planters
£60-£80
1508.M - 2 large 2 handled, 2 piece urn planters
£50-£60
1509.M - 2 goblet shaped aztec design planters
£50-£60
1510.M - 2 small sack design planters
£16-£20
1511.M - One large terracotta garden figure and two small
£30-£60
stoneware pots
1512.M - 1 stoneware bird table, figure holding fish
£15-£30
1513.M - 1 stoneware bird table
£15-£30
1514.M - 4 garden ornaments, a toby jug style birdbath, a gnome £25-£50
holding 2 bucket planters, a boot & a metal ornamental
water pump
1515.V - 1 mobile aluminium ramp/Bridge with handrails
£30-£60
1516.V - 1 mobile aluminium ramp/Bridge with handrails
£30-£60
1517.M - 1 designer garden table with bench and chair believed £180-£250
to be by designer David Harber

1518.M - One small garden bench 2 conservatory chairs and a
£10-£20
coffee table
1519.V - 2 heavy-duty Metal bike racks
£30-£60
1520.V - 2 heavy-duty Metal bike racks
£30-£60
1521.V - 1 hexagonal inlaid slate table top
£60-£90
1522.V - 1 hexagonal inlaid slate table top
£60-£90
1523.V - 1 hexagonal inlaid slate table top
£60-£90
1524.V - blank
1525.V - blank
1526.V - blank
1527.V - blank
1528.V - blank
1529.V - blank
1530.M - A quantity of various items including a stainless steel
£5-£10
catering cabinet, various stacking chairs etc.
£10-£20
1531.M - Various catering related items including a Victor
integrated hot plate, a Victor chilled integrated display
counter and a chilled display cabinet by Foster. Please note
at least two of these units will require attention - trade
1532.M - 1 large fridge by Nord with freezer compartment trade
£10-£20
1533.M - 1 upright single door stainless steel commercial freezer £100-£200
by Cornelius model number W211 trade
1534.M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display
£80-£160
fridge by Legend - no model visible - appears unused 240v trade
1535.V - A pair of protective stainless steel mesh cutting resistant £15-£30
chainmail gloves
1536.V - One unused chefs 5 piece knife set by Richard Sheffield £20-£40
1537.V - 1 multi-coloured unused 6 piece knife set by DeSwiss
£18-£36
1538.V - 1 multi-coloured unused 6 piece knife set by DeSwiss
£18-£36
1539.V - A 25 piece knife set with leather case by Royalty Line
£35-£70
1540.V - A 25 piece knife set with leather case by Royalty Line
£35-£70
1541.V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
£60-£80
1542.V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
£60-£80
1543.V - One catering 9 piece knife set in a case by Samurai
£60-£80
1544.V - 3 packets containing 9 chef's aprons in Black
£10-£20
1545.V - One pack containing 20 unused tea towels
£10-£20
1546.V - 1 box containing 20 blue ladies uniform blouses
£15-£30
1547.V - 2 plastic cutlery containers containing a large quantity of £20-£40
kitchen utensils
1548.V - 20 various sized stainless steel gastronorm containers
£30-£60
1549.V - A large quantity of cutlery knives
£10-£20
1550.V - 10 plastic trays
£20-£40
1551.V - 10 plastic trays
£20-£40
1552.V - A quantity of Catering related items including pots,
£10-£30
baking trays etc. Content of 1 shelf
1553.V - 5 various wrap Masters
£20-£40
1554.V - 6 large gastronorm trays
£25-£50
1555.V - A quantity of chopping boards and a stainless steel
£10-£20
chopping board rack
1556.V - Two wall mounted hand dryers by Air Vent
£30-£60
1557.M - A quantity of various drinking glasses and liquor
£10-£20
dispensers, contents of one shelf
1558.V - 3 extra large stainless steel steaming/ baking trays
£15-£30
1559.V - 4 various stainless steel four slice toasters - trade
£20-£40
1560.V - A quantity of various stainless steel catering related
£10-£20
items including baking trays, fish cooking pots, trays etc.
Contents of one shelf
1561.M - 5 metal candelabras
£40-£80
1562.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
£10-£20
baking trays, jugs etc. Contents of two shelves
1563.M - A large quantity of disposable cups and a quantity of
£10-£20
jam jars, contents of 1 shelf
1564.M - A quantity of various catering related items from a sushi £10-£20
restaurant including bamboo plates, tubs with lids, flour
scoops, wooden trays etc. Contents of two shelves
1565.M - A large quantity of plastic jelly moulds, contents of 1
£10-£20
shelf
1566.V - A quantity of various catering related items including a
£10-£20
large quantity of food bowls, plates, baskets etc. Contents
of two shelves
1567.V - A large quantity of aluminium baking trays. Contents of
£10-£40
one shelf
1568.V - A quantity of stainless steel bowls, contents of one shelf £24-£50
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1569.V - 10 plastic trays
1570.V - 10 plastic trays
1571.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
two baskets, a Candelabra, a set of scales etc. Contents of
one shelf
1572.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
plastic plates, a drip tray, wine lists, a 2 piece cheese set, a
wooden bowl etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
1573.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
electric grills, a vegetable steamer, various drinking glasses
and examination gloves. Contents of three shelves - trade
1574.M - 2 stainless steel catering chafing dishes
1575.M - 2 stainless steel catering chafing dishes
1576.M - 4 boxes containing a a quantity of Tokyo Brown dinner
plates, contents of one shelf
1577.M - 4 boxes containing a a quantity of Tokyo Brown dinner
plates, contents of one shelf
1578.M - One twin LPG camping gas stove - trade
1579.V - A commercial stainless steel countertop table
1580.V - Five various sized aluminium cooking pots
1581.V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by
Whirlpool - trade
1582.V - Five various sized aluminium cooking pots
1583.V - 1 stainless steel commercial 4 slice toaster by Rowlett trade
1584.V - A quantity of small baking trays
1585.V - A quantity of various stainless steel catering items
including colanders, gravy strainers, a set of scales, baking
trays etc.
1586.V - 1 table top electric griddle by Chef Master - trade
1587.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
toasters and fans - trade
1588.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
toasters and fans - trade
1589.M - One small deep fryer by Lincat, please note no chip
basket is included - trade
1590.V - One commercial stainless steel griddle, no make visible
model xh20 - trade
1591.V - One commercial stainless steel meat grinder by Virgo trade
1592.V - 1 commercial stainless steel electric 4 pot bain-marie by
Infernus - trade
1593.V - One commercial King Edward jacket potato oven 240volt - trade
1594.V - One commercial stainless steel countertop filler by
Whirlpool
1595.M - One twin basket deep fryer no make visible 240 volt trade
1596.M - One commercial Catering countertop refrigerated
display cabinet by Polar - trade
1597.M - 1 stainless steel commercial Catering hot food display
cabinet by Buffalo 240-volt - trade
1598.V - One commercial stainless steel double door catering
fridge by Sagi 240 volt - trade
1599.V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart.
Please note this unit comes with a 6 month warranty.
Please ask staff for details - trade
1600.V - 1 stainless steel open fronted chilled display cabinet, no
make or model visible - trade
1601.V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by
Infernace type INEG75C - trade
1602.M - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart.
Please note this unit comes with a 6 month warranty.
Please ask staff for details - trade
1603.V - One small countertop ice making machine by Scotsman
type ac45 - trade
1604.M - One under counter washing machine by Bosch type
wff2000 - trade
1605.M - One commercial stainless steel pass through
dishwasher by Winterhalter type gs42 three phase - trade
1606.M - One large vintage style brass topped mobile
refrigerated sweet/salad unit, 240v - trade
1607.M - 1 stainless steel commercial rice cooker by Buffalo 23l
240 volt - trade

£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£60
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£60
£100-£200
£30-£60
£20-£40
£30-£60
£30-£60
£30-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£160-£200
£220-£250
£240-£280
£80-£160
£20-£30
£30-£60
£50-£100
£80-£160
£400-£600
£500-£600
£40-£80
£280-£500
£500-£600
£40-£80
£5-£10
£10-£20
£60-£120
£30-£60

1608.M - 1 stainless steel commercial rice cooker by Buffalo 23l
240 volt - trade
1609.M - One commercial soup kettle by E T S 240v - trade
1610.M - 1 commercial stainless steel single bain-marie on stand
and one water filter/dishwasher Salter 240v trade
1611.M - One commercial professional table top food mixer by
Kitchen Aid model 5K pm50 unit comes with accessories,
baking trays and a pasta maker - trade
1612.V - One commercial stainless steel 3-tier catering type
trolley
1613.M - One under counter condenser tumble dryer by Hoover
type Infinity aquavision 9kg - trade
1614.V - 1 commercial stainless steel undercounter dishwasher
by JLA type 55 3ph - trade
1615.V - One commercial bottle display fridge by Autonumis,
door seal requires attention - trade
1616.M - 1 commercial bean to cup coffee machine by Tchibo
type HG-coffea-S - trade - keys in auction office
1617.M - 1 stainless steel table top hot water boiler by Swan trade
1618.M - 1 countertop dishwasher by Indesit - trade
1619.M - One 4 burner hob by Parry LPG - trade
1620.V - 1 freestanding blue ATM machine by Triton - trade
1621.V - One freestanding grey ATM machine by Triton - trade
1622.V - an unused commercial stainless steel hog roast/spitroast oven by Infernus - gas trade
1623.M - 1 stainless steel commercial mobile barbecue grill by
Buffalo pro LPG gas - trade
1624.M - 1 stainless steel commercial mobile barbecue grill by
Buffalo pro LPG gas - trade
1625.V - 1 stainless steel commercial large portable barbecue
grill by Cinders slimfold LPG gas - trade
1626.M - 6 white plastic stacking chairs
1627.V - 2 wood effect circular tables
1628.M - 1 countertop commercial refrigerated display cabinet by
Polar - trade
1629.V - One commercial stainless steel 3-tier catering type
trolley
1630.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1800 mm
1631.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1632.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1633.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1634.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1635.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1200 mm
1636.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1200 mm
1637.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1200 mm
1638.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf
beneath, dimensions 600mm x 1200 mm
1639.V - 1 unused chest freezer by Valera type KDF370A+ unboxed for display - trade
1640.V - 1 unused chest freezer by Valera type KDF370A+ boxed - trade
1641.V - 1 stainless steel commercial 10L deep fat fryer by
Infernace - trade
1642.V - 1 stainless steel commercial 10L deep fat fryer by
Infernace - trade
1643.V - 1 commercial fan oven by Smeg model number
alfa41uk - trade 240v
1644.V - 1 undercounter stainless steel commercial dish/glass
washer by Bar Aid - trade
1645.V - 1 multi tier prep table with shelf above, pot shelf under
shelf and tray rack beneath
1646.M - Two various height fridge freezers by Nord & Sharp trade
1647.M - 1 undercounter condenser tumble dryer by Hotpoint
type Aquarius tcm580 8kg 240v - trade

£30-£60
£10-£20
£30-£60
£40-£80
£20-£40
£40-£80
£50-£100
£35-£70
£150-£300
£15-£30
£10-£20
£150-£200
£40-£80
£40-£80
£600-£800
£30-£60
£30-£60
£60-£120
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£60
£25-£50
£120-£150
£110-£140
£10-£140
£110-£140
£110-£140
£100-£120
£100-£120
£100-£120
£100-£120
£220-£260
£220-£260
£100-£200
£100-£200
£80-£160
£40-£80
£70-£140
£10-£20
£20-£30
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1648.M - One brown, lockable, wine cabinet type, transtherm
MT30 240V - trade
1649.V - One commercial stainless steel double fryer by
Infernace 10L 240v - trade
1650.V - One commercial stainless steel double fryer by
Infernace 10L 240v - trade
1651.V - One commercial stainless steel single basket deep fryer
by Infernace 240v - trade
1652.V - One commercial stainless steel single basket deep fryer
by Infernace 240v - trade
1653.V - One commercial stainless steel single basket deep fryer
by Infernace 240v - trade
1654.V - One commercial stainless steel twin basket deep fryer
by Infernace 6lt - 240v trade
1655.V - One commercial stainless steel twin basket deep fryer
by Infernace 6lt - 240v trade
1656.V - One commercial stainless steel twin basket deep fryer
by Infernace 6lt - 240v trade
1657.V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart.
Please note this unit comes with a 6 month warranty.
Please ask staff for details - trade
1658.V - 1 tabletop commercial food mixer by Buffalo - trade
1659.V - 1 tabletop commercial food mixer by Buffalo - trade
1660.V - 1 stainless steel four slice toaster - trade
1661.V - One commercial stainless steel twin deep fryer no make
visible model number EF192V - trade
1662.V - A quantity of stacarac racking for catering cold
room/drainage
1663.V - One commercial display freezer by Elcold - trade
1664.M - 1 wood metal wine rack
1665.V - 6 white, 4 peach & 2 green painted wooden chairs
1666.V - A quantity of rectangular dining tables and two round
dining tables, contents of two bays
1667.V - A quantity of small round wooden tables
1668.V - A quantity of various upholstered pub chairs and stools
1669.V - One commercial counter height, double door bottle
fridge by Gamko - trade
1670.V - 15 burner range with oven beneath, by Nardi gas/240v trade
1671.V - Four commercial stainless steel integrated hot plates by
Counterline. Please note two of these units are missing the
glass - trade
1672.V - 1 commercial stainless steel electric griddle by
Whirlpool - trade
1673.V - Three commercial stainless steel integrated hot plates
by Counterline - trade
1674.V - One commercial potato rumbler/peeler by Hobart 28lb trade
1675.V - One commercial potato rumbler/peeler by Hobart 28lb trade
1676.V - One large commercial twin potato tank/deep sink
1677.M - a commercial stainless steel convection oven by
Zanussi type: FCV-G6L3BO, comes on stand 240v/gas trade
1678.V - 1 large mobile two piece shop counter & prep unit
comes fitted with cupboards, shelves, a small hand Basin,
hot water boiler, waste water unit, screens etc - cost new in
region of £8,000 to £10,000 (Trade)
1679.V - 1 commercial stainless steel refrigerated display cabinet
with nightscreen by Valera - trade
1680.V - 1 commercial stainless steel refrigerated display cabinet
with nightscreen by Valera - trade
1681.V - 1 tall single door commercial fridge by iArp - trade
1682.V - 1 tall single door display freezer by Mondial Elite - trade
1683.V - 1 tall single door commercial freezer by Scandinova trade
1684.V - 1 hot cupboard by Moffat with two doors and two hot
plates 240v - trade
1685.V - 1 large commercial food mixer by Heng You, comes
with bowl and 3 mixing attachments 240v - trade
1686.V - 10 burgundy plastic metal framed stacking chairs
1687.V - 8 burgundy plastic metal framed stacking chairs
1688.V - 8 burgundy plastic metal framed stacking chairs

£40-£80
£180-£250
£180-£250
£55-£100
£55-£100
£55-£100
£100-£150
£100-£150
£100-£150
£500-£600
£20-£60
£20-£60
£10-£20
£40-£80
£30-£60
£200-£300
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£50-£100
£60-£120
£25-£50
£100-£200
£25-£50
£250-£300
£250-£300
£50-£100
£80-£160
£800-£1200

£60-£120
£60-£120
£50-£100
£80-£160
£20-£40
£40-£80
£200-£300
£30-£60
£25-£50
£25-£50

1689.V - 11 wooden topped metal framed cafe type tables please
note they must be assembled
1690.V - 15 low wooden stools
1691.V - 9 tall metal framed wooden stools

£40-£80
£15-£30
£20-£40
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DAY 2 Commencing at 10.00am in
Hangar 2. All electrical lots in this sale
are deemed as “Trade” sales. See terms
and conditions.
2001. M - A quantity of various vintage tools including a cobblers
last, a wooden spirit level, a wooden box plane etc. Plastic
crate is not included
2002.M - A quantity of various items including various valves, gas
torches etc Contents of one shelf
2003.V - 1 inverter welder by IFL type 151PHF, 110v
2004.M - 1 circular saw by Wickes and a quantity of blue
polyprop rope. Contents of one shelf
2005.M - A set of 4 alloy wheels by WRS type KBA46154, 5 stud
- no tyres fitted
2006.M - A quantity of various items including a welder by Deca
type Decamig 207, a petrol engine chainsaw by McCulloch,
a Karcher 411 pressure washer etc. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves
2007.V - 3 various heaters and 1 Radon fan. Contents of one bay
/ 3 shelves
2008.M - A quantity of various items including a Naerok scroll
saw, a hedge trimmer etc. Contents of one shelf
2009.V - 3 boxes containing a quantity of Timber-Tite and
chipboard screws. Contents of one shelf
2010.V - 3 boxes containing a quantity of Timber-Tite and
chipboard screws. Contents of one shelf
2011.V - 1 motorised fan unit by AEG type AMD71ZAA2
2012.M - A quantity of various items including a Bosch power
plane, an angle grinder, a jigsaw, drain rods etc. Contents
of two shelves
2013.V - 100 wing mirror glasses suitable for Ford Transit and 1
box containing a quantity of various facia panels. Contents
of two shelves
2014.V - 2 boxes each containing 20 x DD16235 light bulbs
2015.M - 1 air fed mask by Willson, 1 air fed mask with no make
visible and 1 mask by North with no filters. Contents of one
shelf
2016.M - 1 air operated strip nailer by Duo-Fast type NSP-350
Main Frame
2017.M - 1 air operated coil nailer by Duo-Fast type RCN70/275A
2018.M - 1 air operated coil nailer by Duo-Fast type CNP50
2019.M - 1 air operated coil nailer by Duo-Fast type CNP65
2020.M - A quantity of various items including an Astrum head
light type 471745961 (Ford), Tork dispensers, floor
scrubbing pads etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
2021.V - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Lawn King type Power
Drive
2022.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Murray type 7800247
2023.V - 2 pick up type bodies / cargo beds believed to suit
Kawasaki Mule or similar
2024.V - 2 pick up type bodies / cargo beds believed to suit
Kawasaki Mule or similar
2025.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
2026.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
2027.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
2028.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
2029.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
2030.V - 3 halophane industrial lights
2031.V - 1 vacuum lifting unit by Al-Vac Model Handy 202.020
with a Honda pull start petrol engine
2032.M - 1 work shop compressor by Ingersoll-Rand type
EN6K75, 3ph
2033.M - 1 gas bottle trolley and a quantity of hose, gauges a
torch etc

£10-£20
£10-£20
£300-£400
£15-£30
£30-£50
£40-£70

£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£80-£110
£80-£110
£80-£110
£80-£110
£80-£110
£20-£40
£100-£150
£100-£200
£15-£30

2034.V - 1 trolley mounted electric compressor with no make
£15-£30
visible
2035.V - 1 thickness planer by Wadkin, serial no RM1933, 3ph,
£300-£500
max width approx 40cm
2036.M - A quantity of various items including a Quartz infrared
£10-£20
heater, 2 skate boards, 2 oars etc
2037.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of recessed light fittings
£10-£20
2038.V - 1 welder by BOC type Transmig 240, 3ph
£20-£40
2039.V - 1 pallet containing 13 various internal doors
£15-£30
2040.M - 1 diesel space heater by Draper type DSH102 and 1
£40-£70
space heater by Master
2041.M - 1 mobile hydraulic engine crane by Cowley capacity
£20-£40
approx 4/8CWT - fixed frame, not folding type
2042.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various soap dispensers £10-£20
2043.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various dispensers,
£10-£20
hand cleaner, barrier cream etc
2044.V - One pallet containing a large quantity of clear tile primer £10-£20
2045.M - 1 plastic wheeled bin containing an emergency spill kit
£15-£30
2046.M - 1 electric garden tiller by Qualcast, 240v
£10-£20
2047.M - 1 compressor in cabinet by Atlas Copco type GA11 FF, £100-£200
3ph
2048.V - A CNC precision cabinet lathe by Axminster type iKC6- £1000-£2200
SIEG, 240v. This is a lightly used ex-demo machine and
has 8 automatic tool changes, a slant bed with protective
cover, ultra high precision linear rails etc. The lathe will
connect via an ethernet (LAN) cable to a Windows based
computer (no computer included) but a software disk and
cable is included. Current retail price is just over £15,000
including VAT (SP011952)
2049.V - 1 bandsaw by Scheppach type Basato 3, 1ph mounted £200-£300
on a dust extraction cabinet / stand by Herman type DE01,
1ph
2050.M - 1 compressor by Hydrovane type 75SR3300, 3ph
£40-£70
2051.V - 1 warehouse strapping / banding machine by
£30-£50
Macfarlane type TP-601CE1,240V
2052.V - 1 workshop compressor by Ingersoll Rand type 30, 3ph £50-£100
2053.V - 1 commercial dehumidifier / building dryer by Andrews
£40-£70
type HD 500 DV, 240v
2054.V - 1 single bag dust extractor by Clean Air Systems, 3ph
£40-£70
2055.V - 1 circular saw by Multico type FS/3, 3ph
£40-£70
2056.M - 1 red metal workshop tool cabinet
£30-£50
2057.V - 1 sliding bed circular table saw by Record Power type
£200-£300
TSPP250, 1ph
2058.V - 1 gas / electric space heater by Andrews type G260 and £30-£50
1 workshop heater with no make visible, 1ph
2059.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828, 1 small can of
£20-£40
Acetone and 1 small sample drum by Chemfab
2060.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
£20-£40
2061.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
£20-£40
2062.M - 1 wheeled spraying unit by Agri-Fab type 217-728-8388 £20-£40
2063.M - 1 rear brush unit and 1 collection box to suit Countax
£50-£100
ride on mower
2064.M - 1 belt driven garden waste / wood chipper to suit a
£50-£100
Countax ride on mower
2065.M - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of Unidelta Flexall £40-£70
pipe for under floor heating etc
2066.M - 2 wooden mobile bottle racks and 2 pallets containing a £40-£80
large quantity of various glass wine bottles
2067.M - 1 long pallet truck (slightly bent) and 1 other pallet truck £50-£80
2068.M - 1 yellow painted pallet truck
£30-£50
2069.V - 1 blue metal pallet truck capacity approx 1200kg
£50-£80
2070.V - 1 high lift pallet truck by Warrior capacity approx 1000kg £70-£120
2071.V - 1 high lift pallet truck by Warrior capacity approx 1000kg £70-£120
2072.M - 10 x digger bucket teeth
£20-£40
2073.V - 1 air operated spraying unit with no make or model
£40-£70
visible
2074.V - 1 alloy podium type wheeled step / platform
£40-£70
2075.V - 4 various lengths of twin wall s/s flue
£40-£70
2076.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of flexible metal pipe,
£20-£40
cowls, fittings etc
2077.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of ladder safety devices
£20-£40
and several lengths of black plastic flexible pipe
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2078.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
a flammable products cupboard (no key), electrical control
equipment etc
2079.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of plastic hanging strips for
warehouse doors and 3 metal mounting brackets
2080.V - 1 benchtop high speed small pillar drill by Meddings,
3ph - up to 12,000rpm
2081.M - 1 small generator with a Briggs and Stratton pull start
petrol engine, output 110/240v, kva not shown
2082.M - 1 small petrol engine generator by Master type TG950
2083.M - 1 inverter generator by IMPAX type IM2500i, 2.2kw,
240/12v output
2084.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2085.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2086.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Mil type ML8500W, 2018
model - Please note this generator is designed in Germany
but made in China
2087.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Mil type ML8500W, 2018
model - Please note this generator is designed in Germany
but made in China
2088.M - 1 unused petrol engine pressure washer by Washer Pro
type WP3000PSI
2089.M - A quantity of various drill bits (including large tapered),
bolts etc. Contents of one shelf
2090.M - 1 cut off saw by Makita & 1 thread cutting die box with 2
sets of dies
2091.M - 1 level by CST/Berger type 24x (no tripod) and 1 gas
torch with hose
2092.M - 1 hand operated hydraulic sheet metal punch kit with
various accessories in red metal case type SYK15
2093.M - 1 polisher by Makita, 1 drill by Hilti type TE14, 1 manual
dispenser by Hilti type HD 330 and 2 "gut buster" type drills.
Contents of one shelf
2094.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Neilsen type CT1900 boxed and unused
2095.M - A Black and Decker cordless twin tool set 14.4v
comprising of 1 charger, 3 batteries, 1 drill and 1 circular
saw
2096.M - 1 cordless collated screw gun by Senco type Dura spin
DS205-14v with 2 batteries and 1charger
2097.V - A quantity of various items including a Handiwash
station, a Line-X box, pole labels, auto related sprays etc.
Contents of one shelf
2098.V - A quantity of various vehicle related items including a
mirror arm, 2 radios, light bulbs, fuses etc
2099.V - A quantity of various cordless tools and chargers /
batteries (all Non matching i.e. the batteries do not fit the
tools) and 2 measuring wheels
2100.V - A quantity of various items including 2 fuel cans, hand
tools, Hi-viz clothing etc.
2101.V - A quantity of various harnesses, belts, lanyards etc
2102.V - A quantity of various items including a Simplex 15 ton
high lift jack (no handle), a tyre with rim, clamps etc
2103.V - A small quantity of various electrical test equipment
including 2 x Robin testers type SA9083, an ohmmeter type
18c, a tone probe 500j etc
2104.V - 3 various size / type hydraulic rams, various hydraulic
hose and 1 part used drum of transmission / final drive oil
2105.V - 1 water pump with a pull start Honda petrol engine
supplied with a water fed telescopic cleaning brush / hose
2106.V - 1 manual hydraulic mini lifter, capacity approx 400kg
2107.V - 1 manual hydraulic adjustable height trolley by Manutan
capacity approx 500kg
2108.V - 1 manual hydraulic adjustable height trolley by Manutan
capacity approx 300kg
2109.V - 1 set of short pallet trucks by Manutan capacity approx
2000kg
2110.V - 1 set of short pallet trucks by Manutan capacity approx
2000kg
2111.M - 1 oil drainer by Draper & display rack by Wynn

£20-£40
£40-£70
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£250-£300
£30-£50
£30-£50
£80-£130
£80-£130
£80-£120
£40-£70
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£70-£110
£15-£30
£50-£100
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£40-£70
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£100-£150
£100-£150
£80-£130
£60-£90
£60-£100
£30-£60

2112.M - 1 horizontal metal cutting bandsaw by Promach type
UE-250, 10 inch, 3ph
2113.M - 1 trolley mounted digital inverter welder by WB Alloys
type SM-500, 3ph with a top mounted wire feed unit
2114.M - 1 trolley mounted digital inverter welder by WB Alloys
type SM-500, 3ph with a top mounted wire feed unit
2115.M - 1 trolley mounted digital inverter welder by WB Alloys
type SM-500, 3ph with a top mounted wire feed unit
2116.M - 1 welder by Lincoln Electric type Powertec 300c, 3ph no lead / torch
2117.M - 1 welder by Butters type AMT4005, 3ph with a
AMT4005 WF2 wire feed unit
2118.M - 1 welder type MM403, 3ph
2119.M - 1 welder by Kamanchi type 450, 3ph with a top
mounted wire feed unit
2120.M - 1 trolley mounted welding generator set with a pull start
Chanqta diesel engine, output 110v / 240v, kva not shown,
welding leads / clamp are included
2121.M - 1 portable hand operated hydraulic roller swager by
Wire Teknik in wooden crate with various accessories
2122.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Neilsen type CT1900
2123.M - 1 petrol engine generator by Neilsen type CT1900
2124.M - 1 space heater by SIP type Fireball 300DVS
2125.M - 1 petrol engine rotavator by MTD type T/035
2126.V - 1 compressor by Compair Air Hydrovane type 818
Classic, hour meter reads 32,273 hours
2127.V - 3 metal sack trucks
2128.V - 1 steam cleaner by Ehrle type Etronic 2, 240v / diesel
2129.V - 1 workshop compressor with no make visible, 3ph
2130.M - 1 set of pallet trucks, capacity approx 2000kg
2131.M - 1 workshop compressor by APS, 240v
2132.V - 1 compressor in cabinet by Compair Air type V18, hour
meter reads 41478 hours supplied with a Balston SMD
series air dryer and a vertical air tank
2133.V - 1 BOC Pug cutter with a qty of hose but NO guide rail is
included
2134.V - 1 small welder by CEA type Sure weld 140M, 240v with
1 welding mask
2135.M - A quantity of various items including a sack truck, a
wheeled foul water cassette, an air bed etc
2136.V - Blank
2137.V - Blank
2138.V - 1 door at 2044mm x 928mm x 335m & 1 other smaller
door
2139.M - 3 site lights 110v
2140.M - 2 site lights 110v
2141.M - 2 incomplete aluminium podium type access steps
2142.V - 6 large red plastic stacking storage bins
2143.M - 3 site lights 110v
2144.M - 1 internal door approx 198cm x 84cm
2145.M - 1 used internal door approx 196cm x 76cm with door
handle fitted but NO key supplied
2146.V - A quantity of various items including a fire extinguisher
stand (no extinguishers included), metal panels for hanging
storage bins (no bins included) etc
2147.V - 6 large red plastic stacking storage bins
2148.V - 6 large red plastic stacking storage bins
2149.M - 2 low metal trestles & 2 black plastic shelf units
2150.V - 2 aluminium double extending ladders (1 long set & 1
shorter set)
2151.V - 2 folding aluminium hop up platforms
2152.M - 3 site lights 110v
2153.M - 10 plastic stacking crates with fold over lids - black
2154.M - 10 plastic stacking crates with fold over lids - mixed
colours
2155.M - 10 plastic stacking crates with fold over lids -mixed
colours
2156.M - 10 plastic stacking crates with fold over lids - blue
2157.M - 9 plastic stacking crates with fold over lids - black and
grey
2158.M - 9 plastic stacking crates with fold over lids - blue / red
2159.M - 9 plastic stacking crates with fold over lids - blue / grey
2160.M - 9 plastic stacking crates with fold over lids - red
2161.M - 9 plastic stacking crates with fold over lids - red

£100-£200
£100-£200
£100-£200
£100-£200
£30-£50
£40-£70
£30-£50
£50-£100
£200-£300
£100-£200
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£40-£70
£100-£200
£20-£40
£100-£200
£70-£120
£60-£90
£70-£100
£150-£300
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30

£10-£20
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£5-£10
£5-£10
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
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2162.M - 1 wheeled flight case with hinged lid
£30-£50
2163.M - 1 wheeled flight case with hinged lid
£40-£70
2164.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft by £30-£50
Bisley
2165.V - 1 pump by Honda type WB20XT, 50mm with a pull start £50-£90
Honda petrol engine
2166.V - 1 long flight case
£15-£30
2167.V - 3 wheel barrows, 2 shovels, 1 pick axe & 1 bar
£20-£40
2168.V - 1 metal multi drawer storage cabinet
£40-£70
2169.V - 1 metal multi drawer storage cabinet
£40-£70
2170.V - 1 oil / water separator by Avelair type CCM22
£20-£40
2171.V - 1 oil / water separator by Quality Air Solutions type
£30-£50
OSC825
2172.V - One compressor in cabinet by HPC type AS36 Plusair
£100-£200
2173.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. 503207,
£20-£40
240v
2174.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. 503207,
£20-£40
240v
2175.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. 503207,
£20-£40
240v
2176.V - 2 unused electric motors - Axminster part no.
£20-£40
BURT003686
2177.V - 1 unused electric motor - Axminster part no. 502963,
£15-£30
415v
2178.V - 1 unused electric motor - Axminster part no. ADE1200£15-£30
14, 230v
2179.V - 4 unused small electric motors - Axminster part no.
£20-£40
950088
2180.V - 7 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. SS000552 £20-£40
2181.V - 2 unused electric motors / guard assemblies - Axminster £15-£30
part no. SS000108
2182.V - 2 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. CCJ48,
£20-£40
230v
2183.V - 5 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. 347682
£30-£50
2184.V - 2 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. 700218
£20-£40
2185.V - 1 unused electric motor - Axminster part no. 610927,
£15-£30
415v
2186.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no.
£30-£60
JET002813, 230v
2187.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no.
£30-£60
BURT002246, 230v
2188.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. 503102
£30-£60
2189.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. 503102
£30-£60
2190.V - 1 unused electric motor - Axminster part no. CCVBBM,
£15-£30
240v
2191.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. 503235
£30-£60
2192.V - 1 unused electric motor - Axminster part no. 502518
£15-£30
2193.V - 3 unused small electric motors - Axminster part no.
£20-£40
SS000079
2194.V - 2 unused electric motors - Axminster part no.
£20-£40
CC10TMAG
2195.V - 5 unused electric motors - Axminster part no.
£40-£70
100255A52, 240v
2196.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. SS000112 £30-£60
2197.V - 3 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. SS000112 £30-£60
2198.V - 4 unused electric motors - Axminster part no. SS000112 £40-£70
2199.M - A quantity of various items including equestrian related, £20-£40
a garden vac / blower, a shaving fork etc. Contents of two
shelves
2200.M - A quantity of ear plug dispensers by Sperian type
£15-£30
Howard Leight Source 400 (no ear plugs included).
Contents of one shelf
2201.M - A quantity of various mainly equestrian related items
£30-£50
including rugs, buckets, drinkers, folding chairs etc.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2202.M - 1 revolving amber beacon and a quantity of various
£20-£40
hand tools etc. Contents of one shelf
2203.V - A quantity of various items including hand tools,
£30-£50
spanners, a rivet gun etc. Contents of one shelf
2204.V - A quantity of various items including PM-Silconfett,
£20-£40
chain, grease guns, cable ties etc. Contents of one shelf
2205.V - A quantity of various items including lights, air tools, an
£30-£50
angle grinder, a drill etc. Contents of two shelves

2206.V - A quantity of various items including industrial spillage
£20-£40
absorbent, oil cans, an oil dispenser etc. Contents of one
shelf
2207.V - 1 part roll of armoured cable (long length but exact size
£20-£40
not known)
2208.V - A quantity of various stores items including bolts, jubilee £20-£40
clips, electrical connectors etc. Contents of one shelf
2209.V - 1 large torque wrench by Norbar type 4AR
£100-£150
2210.V - 1 stand pipe and a quantity of drain rods. Contents of
£20-£40
one shelf
2211.V - A quantity of various items including a Henry vacuum
£20-£40
cleaner, gloves, overalls, dust masks etc. Contents of two
shelves
2212.M - 1 dust extractor, 2 axle stands & 1 small tool box.
£15-£30
Contents of one shelf
2213.V - 1 mitre cutter by Performance type PCM5210L, 240v
£15-£30
2214.V - 1 metal tool box
£10-£20
2215.V - A quantity of various items including a wide selection of
£40-£70
air tools, Basf Rhoefinish 341M release fluid etc. Contents
of one shelf
2216.M - 1 suitcase petrol generator by Honda type 20i and 1
£80-£130
garden hose on reel. Contents of one shelf
2217.M - 1 unused pipe threading kit in plastic carry case.
£30-£50
Contents of one shelf
2218.V - 5 bags of industrial spillage absorbent. Contents of one
£20-£40
shelf
2219.M - 1 bench top bandsaw by Draper, 3 various sanders & 1 £20-£40
hot air gun. Contents of one shelf
2220.M - A quantity of various hand tools including planes, G
£20-£40
clamps etc. Contents of two shelves
2221.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Husqvarna type 125R, 1
£30-£50
petrol engine strimmer by McCulloch type Eager Beaver
and 1 electric strimmer by Landxcape. Contents of one
shelf
2222.M - A pair of telescopic lightweight ramps. Contents of one
£15-£30
shelf
2223.M - 1 wooden box containing a quantity of various car lights £15-£30
/ parts and 1 trailer board. Contents of one shelf
2224.V - Blank
2225.V - Blank
2226.V - Blank
2227.M - 1 Cal Flush unit (missing plastic cap) and 1 box
£20-£40
containing a quantity of cable ties. Contents of one shelf
2228.M - A quantity of various tools including a Bosch GSB1800- £20-£40
2 drill 110v & various cordless tools mainly missing
batteries / chargers. Contents of two shelves
2229.M - 1 small dust extractor by Multico, 240v
£20-£40
2230.M - A quantity of various tools including a trolley jack, a
£20-£40
Karlton door trimmer 110v, a reciprocating saw, a
rechargeable light etc. Contents of two shelves
2231.M - 5 various power tools by Bosch comprising 1 jigsaw, 1
£20-£40
sander, 2 cordless drill sets & 1 corded drill. Contents of
two shelves
2232.M - A quantity of various items including a wood workers
£20-£40
vice, G clamps, a small swivel vice etc. Contents of one
shelf
2233.M - 1 portable tool stand, 2 folding trestles and 1 steel ruler. £30-£50
Contents of two shelves
2234.M - A quantity of various power tools including a chain saw, £20-£40
2 circular saws, a router, a spray gun etc. Contents of one
shelf
£40-£70
2235.M - A quantity of various items including an Elu router, an
Elu mitre saw, a cordless screwdriver, hand tools, a
pressure washer etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2236.M - 1 belt sander by Wolf, 240v with a quantity of sanding
£15-£30
belts
2237.M - A quantity of various wood turning chisels and planes.
£40-£70
Contents of one shelf
2238.M - A quantity of various power tools including 2 planes, 2
£20-£40
sanders, drills etc. Contents of one shelf
2239.M - 11 various vintage wooden planes. Contents of one
£20-£40
shelf
2240.M - 11 various vintage wooden planes. Contents of one
£20-£40
shelf
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2241.M - 11 various vintage wooden planes. Contents of one
£20-£40
shelf
2242.M - 1 aluminium step ladder & 1 other ladder
£15-£30
2243.V - 1 black metal Keeston frame kit type 355013
£15-£30
2244.V - 5 various vintage wooden planes, 2 sharpening stones
£20-£40
& 1 saw. Contents of one shelf
2245.M - A quantity of various chisels, 2 wooden mallets & 1
£20-£40
sharpening stone. Contents of one shelf
2246.M - 1 belt sander by Wolf, 240v (no spare belts are
£15-£30
included)
2247.V - Blank
2248.M - 1 wooden work bench, 1 mechanics creeper type Auto
£20-£40
XS and 1 metal vice
2249.V - 4 PAR 64 lights by Thomas and a quantity of various
£40-£70
other lights. Contents of one shelf
2250.M - 1 inset double stainless steel sink
£15-£30
2251.V - 4 mirrored wall lights & 2 picture lights
£15-£30
2252.V - 3 boxes containing a quantity of various festoon /
£20-£40
running lights, leads etc
2253.V - 1 box containing a quantity of festoon / running lights &
£20-£40
coloured light bulbs
2254.V - 3 vintage metal boxes & 1 ammunition box. Contents of £20-£40
one shelf
2255.V - A quantity of various lights including rope lights and
£30-£50
Solar Pipeline lights. Contents of one shelf
2256.V - 2 expansion vessels by Varem - 1 x 25L & 1 x 35L
£15-£30
2257.V - 2 expansion vessels by Varem - 1 x 25L & 1 x 35L
£15-£30
2258.V - 1 gas fire by Valor type Black Beauty Slimline
£10-£20
2259.V - 1 heavy duty bench grinder by Axminster type AT8G2,
£30-£50
240v - SP012936
2260.V - 1 heavy duty bench grinder by Axminster type AT8G2,
£30-£50
240v - SP012904
2261.V - 1 slow running bench grinder by Axminster type
£30-£50
AT8SRG2, 240v - SP012852
2262.V - 1 wet stone grinder by Holzstar type NTS251, 240v £40-£70
SP012807
2263.V - 1 belt / disc sander by Axminster type Hobby Series
£50-£80
AS408 4 inch x 8 inch 240v - SP012943
2264.V - 1 bench top belt sander by Axminster type Trade series £60-£100
BS100, 240v - SP012969
2265.V - 1 bench top belt sander by Axminster type Trade series £60-£100
BS100, 240v - SP012971
2266.V - 1 bobbin sander by Axminster type Hobby series 336,
£70-£120
240v - SP012941
2267.V - 1 bench top circular table saw by Axminster type Hobby £80-£120
series TS200, 240v with short rails - SP012926
2268.V - 1 bench top circular table saw by Axminster type Hobby £90-£130
series TS250, 240v with short rails - SP012975
2269.V - 1 long reach sander by Festool type Planex Easy LHS£40-£70
E225. Please note that the head and side brackets are
broken. The sander will need these parts replacing in order
to use. SP012817
2270.V - 1 engineers all purpose swivelling bench vice 5 inch £30-£50
SP012827
2271.V - 1 engineers all purpose swivelling bench vice 5 inch £30-£50
SP012949
2272.V - 1 bench top wood turning midi lathe by Teknatool type
£80-£120
Nova Comet II, variable speed, 240v - SP012404
2273.V - 1 bench top wood turning lathe by Teknatool type Nova £100-£150
1624 II, 8 speed, 240v - SP012657
2274.V - 1 wood turning chuck by Teknatool type Super Nova 2 - £30-£50
SP012757
2275.V - 1 air operated brad nailer by Axminster type T50P £20-£40
SP012821
2276.V - 1 air operated stapler by Axminster type AW9040L £20-£40
SP012811
2277.M - 1 hammer drill by Silverline type 129901, 240v
£10-£20
2278.M - A quantity of various items including a battery jump
£15-£30
pack, hand tools etc. Contents of one shelf
2279.M - A quantity of various items including 1 Omega torque
£20-£40
wrench, various hand tools, a light etc. Contents of one
shelf
2280.M - 1 set of double extending aluminium ladders, 1 wheel
£20-£40
barrow & 1 other ladder

2281.V - Blank
2282.V - Blank
2283.V - 3 folding metal stands & 1 wheeled dolly
2284.V - 1 set of grey metal steps - 4 tread
2285.V - 1 set of aluminium fixed steps - 7 tread
2286.M - 4 blue metal low shelf units with chipboard shelves
2287.V - 1 swivel head metal cutting bandsaw by Axminster type
Model Engineer series MCB115SHD, 240v - SP012873
2288.V - 1 floor standing variable speed pillar drill by Jet type
JDP2800VS, 240v - SP012812
2289.V - 1 benchtop pillar drill by Axminster type Trade series
ATDP13B, 240v - SP012792
2290.V - 1 circular saw bench by Axminster type Trade series
AW10BSB2, 240v with side and rear extensions SP012773
2291.V - 1 two tone grey metal work bench with laminate wood
top by Axminster type TSA5405A - SP012737 & SP012744
2292.V - 1 vertical belt sander by Axminster type Trade series
BS6X90, 240v - SP012922
2293.V - 1 electronic variable speed woodturning lathe with stand
by Teknatool type Nova DVR XP, 240v - SP012813 &
SP012814
2294.V - 1 benchtop metal turning lathe by Axminster type
Engineer series type SC8/750-AX1, 240v - SP012500
2295.V - 1 grey metal stand suitable for a Sieg SC4 lathe (stand
only - NO lathe included) SP012521
2296.V - 1 benchtop morticer by Axminster type Hobby series
AW16BMST2, 240v - SP012960
2297.V - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Axminster type Hobby series
HBS200N, 240v - SP012902
2298.V - 1 benchtop bandsaw by Axminster type Hobby series
HBS200N, 240v - SP012951
2299.V - 1 work bench with chipboard shelves and metal frame
constructed from blue / orange metal racking
2300.V - 1 work bench with chipboard shelves and metal frame
constructed from blue / orange metal racking
2301.M - 2 packing tables - both low
2302.M - 2 packing tables - 1 low and 1 high
2303.M - 2 packing tables - both low
2304.M - 1 small grey work bench with shelf above
2305.V - A run of 2 bays (3 uprights) of grey metal boltless stores
type racking with chipboard shelves approx 2.4m high,
1.2m deep and crossbeams are 2.1m wide
2306.M - 1 manual hydraulic adjustable height trolley, capacity
approx 90kg
2307.V - A quantity of various sheets of chipboard
2308.V - A quantity of various sheets of chipboard
2309.V - A quantity of various sheets of chipboard
2310.V - 6 free standing bays of red / grey metal boltless stores
type racking, each bay approx 2.44m high, 90cm deep &
2.44m wide - NO chipboard shelves are included
2311.V - 6 free standing bays of red / grey metal boltless stores
type racking, each bay approx 2.44m high, 90cm deep &
2.44m wide - with chipboard shelves included
2312.V - 4 free standing bays of red / grey metal boltless stores
type racking, each bay approx 2.44m high, 90cm deep &
2.44m wide - white shelves are included
2313.V - A quantity of various long handled tools etc including a
hole digger, large earth anchors etc
2314.V - 2 warehouse trollies
2315.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various ceramic tiles
2316.V - A large quantity of grey metal Dexion type bolted stores
racking, shelves are approx 90cm x 75cm and uprights are
approx 183cm high. Contents of 3 wheeled cage and 1
trolley, none of which are included
2317.M - A quantity of various exhibition type lights. Contents of
one wheeled cage which is not included
2318.M - 2 pallets containing a quantity of exhibition type lights
2319.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various electrical
control equipment
2320.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of empty wooden boxes
2321.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
wooden shelving etc - incudes the built bay in front of the
pallet

£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£20-£40
£100-£150
£140-£200
£90-£140
£200-£300
£50-£80
£120-£180
£200-£300
£500-£750
£30-£50
£70-£100
£40-£70
£40-£70
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£50-£100
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£100-£200
£100-£200
£60-£100
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£100-£200

£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
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2322.M - 1 skid mounted generator by Kubota type EB200-R-SE, £100-£200
pull start 4hp diesel engine. Output 110 / 240v, Kva not
shown
2323.M - 2 lights with stands and 1 pipe support stand
£20-£40
2324.V - 1 wooden sash window with 16 small panes of glass
£20-£40
fitted
2325.V - A quantity of various ceramic tiles - contents of 1 bay / 2 £10-£20
shelves
2326.V - A quantity of various ceramic tiles - contents of 1 bay / 2 £10-£20
shelves
2327.V - A quantity of various ceramic tiles - contents of 1 bay / 3 £10-£20
shelves
2328.V - A quantity of various ceramic tiles - contents of 1 bay / 4 £15-£30
shelves
2329.V - A quantity of various ceramic tiles - contents of 1 bay / 3 £10-£20
shelves
2330.V - A quantity of various ceramic tiles - contents of 2 bays /
£15-£30
5 shelves
2331.V - A quantity of various ceramic tiles - contents of 1 bay / 3 £10-£20
shelves
2332.M - A large quantity of agricultural R clips - part no
£20-£40
ST23415. Contents of one shelf
2333.M - A large quantity of agricultural R clips - part no
£20-£40
ST23415. Contents of one shelf
2334.M - A large quantity of agricultural R clips - part no
£20-£40
ST23415. Contents of one shelf
2335.M - A large quantity of agricultural R clips - part no
£20-£40
ST23415. Contents of one shelf
2336.M - 10 agricultural stabiliser bars - part number ST30404.
£30-£50
Contents of one shelf
2337.M - 10 agricultural stabiliser bars - part number ST30404.
£30-£50
Contents of one shelf
2338.M - 10 agricultural stabiliser bars - part number ST30404.
£30-£50
Contents of one shelf
2339.M - 10 agricultural stabiliser bars - part number ST30404.
£30-£50
Contents of one shelf
2340.M - A quantity of various aerials
£10-£20
2341.V - A large quantity of wood bolts - 8mm x 50mm. Contents £20-£40
of one shelf
2342.V - A quantity of various castor wheels, several slings & 3
£15-£30
metal stands. Contents of two shelves
2343.M - 3 hose assemblies and a quantity of jubilee clips.
£10-£20
Contents of one shelf
2344.V - A quantity of various items including caster wheels
£10-£20
(outer part only, no centres), welding rods and various
masks. Contents of one shelf
2345.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£40
2346.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2347.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2348.V - 1 sliding mitre saw by Einhell, 240v
£15-£30
2349.M - 1 box containing a quantity of reamers and 1 box
£15-£30
containing a quantity of end Mills. Contents of one shelf
2350.V - 1 metal 4 drawer tool storage cabinet by Bott & 1 heavy £100-£150
duty metal trolley
2351.M - 1 site transformer by Leeway, 5kva, 240v input, 110v
£20-£40
output
2352.V - A quantity of caster wheels (outer part only, no centres) £15-£30
and a quantity of "small person on board" signs . Contents
of one shelf
2353.M - 1 box containing a quantity of caster wheels
£10-£20
2354.V - 1 portable appliance tester (PAT) by Seaward type
£40-£70
Nova
2355.V - 1 portable appliance tester (PAT) by Seaward type PAT £20-£40
1000s
2356.V - A quantity of glass bricks. Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
2357.V - 1 metal multi drawer tool chest by Draper
£20-£40
2358.V - 1 box containing a quantity of lathe tools
£20-£40
2359.V - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various milling tools
£20-£40
2360.V - 1 box containing a quantity of Shell mills
£20-£40
2361.V - 1 chain block by Yale capacity approx 1 ton
£15-£30
2362.V - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various thread cutting
£20-£40
taps
2363.V - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various thread gauges
£20-£40

2364.V - 1 box containing a quantity of back boring tools and
£20-£40
blades
2365.V - 3 boxes containing a quantity of various studs, clamps
£20-£40
etc
2366.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various magnetic stands
£20-£40
2367.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various die holders /
£20-£40
wrenches
2368.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various collets
£20-£40
2369.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various Coventry die
£20-£40
chasers
2370.V - 1 box containing 4 large taper shank drill bits
£20-£40
2371.V - 1 box containing 5 pressure gauges
£20-£40
2372.V - 1 box containing 4 balls valves
£20-£40
2373.V - 4 various dial bore gauges
£20-£40
2374.V - 1 box containing a large micrometer by Moore & Wright
£20-£40
- 12 to 18 inch
2375.V - 1 box containing a large micrometer by Moore & Wright
£20-£40
- 18 to 24 inch
2376.V - 2 Ryobi ball stands
£20-£40
2377.V - 5 Contractor shovels
£20-£40
2378.V - 1 box containing approx 30 x disposable overalls
£30-£50
2379.V - 15 boxes containing glove liners by Glove Mate (glove
£20-£40
liners only, these are not actual gloves)
2380.V - A quantity of approx 10000 pop rivets - 4.8 x 12
£30-£50
2381.V - A quantity of approx 12000 short arm Allen keys, 3mm
£20-£40
2382.V - 7 boxes containing a quantity of various metric cap
£30-£50
machine type screws
2383.V - 1 large Mitutoyo height gauge (1000mm/40inch) in
£50-£100
wooden transit box
2384.V - Blank
2385.V - Blank
2386.V - Blank
2387.M - 1 wooden drawer / cupboard module by Slobergs to suit £15-£30
a wooden work bench
2388.M - A quantity of various soft wood including pine, tanasiled £15-£30
timber, garden edging, a Met post etc
2389.M - 5 various unused flourscent light units (4 doubles & 1
£15-£30
single) - as these lights are unused the diffuser securing
clips are stored inside the units
2390.M - A quantity of various hardwoods including oak boards,
£20-£40
oak T & G, tropical hard woods etc
2391.V - 1 external glazed door by Jeld Wen approx 198cm x
£30-£50
84cm, RRP £172 - door will require protective finish before
using outside
2392.V - 1 bi-fold internal door by Jeld Wen approx 195cm x
£10-£20
37cm folded / 195cm x 74cm unfolded, RRP £54
2393.V - 1 internal glazed door by LPD approx 198cm x 68.5cm,
£15-£30
RRP £105
2394.V - 2 internal glazed doors by JBK each approx 198cm x
£20-£40
83.5cm, RRP £69 each. Please note that one of these
doors has broken glass and the other is scratched
2395.V - 2 internal doors by JBK, 1 approx 198cm x 68.5cm & 1
£20-£40
approx 198cm x 83.5cm, RRP £69 each
2396.V - 2 white 6 panel internal doors, both approx 198cm x
£20-£40
76cm, RRP 69 each
2397.V - 2 white 6 panel internal doors, both approx 198cm x
£20-£40
83.5cm, RRP 69 each
2398.V - 1 wooden glazed external door by LPD approx 198cm x £40-£70
83.5cm, RRP £352
2399.V - 2 Florida semi solid glazed internal doors by LPD each
£40-£70
approx 198cm x 84cm, RRP £132 each
2400.V - 3 Shaker glazed internal doors by Jeld Wen all approx
£40-£70
198cm x 76cm, RRP £111 each. Please note 1 of these
doors is white finished the other 2 are oak finished
2401.V - 1 external wooden door by LPD approx 198cm x
£20-£40
68.5cm, RRP £123, please note this door is not supplied
with the centre glass pane and will require protective finish
before using outside
2402.V - 2 Downham internal glazed doors by LPD each approx
£40-£70
198cm x 76cm, RRP £153 each
2403.V - 1 wooden glazed external door by Jeld Wen approx
£40-£70
198cm x 83cm, RRP £249, will require protective finish
before using outside and door is damaged on top right hand
corner
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2404.V - 2 large wooden glazed external doors by Jeld Wen each
approx 198cm x 107cm, RRP £289 each, doors will require
protective finish before using outside
2405.V - 1 Coventry internal door by LPD approx 198cm x
76.2cm, RRP £163
2406.V - 2 large wooden external doors by Jeld Wen each
approx 215cm x 106cm, RRP £188 each, doors will require
protective finish before using outside
2407.V - 1 bi-fold internal door by Jeld Wen approx 195cm x
37cm folded / 195cm x 74cm unfolded, RRP £56
2408.V - 1 wooden external door by Jeld Wen approx 198cm x
76cm, RRP £269, door will require protective finish before
using outside
2409.V - 2 large wooden glazed external doors by LPD each
approx 214cm x 107cm, RRP £269 each
2410.V - 1 Milton 4 panel glazed front entry door with frame /
handle by LPD, approx size including frame 207cm x 89cm,
RRP £729
2411.V - 1 white internal door by LPD approx 203cm x 81.5cm,
RRP £125
2412.V - 1 white glazed internal door by LPD approx 203cm x
81cm RRP £180
2413.V - 1 wooden internal door by LPD approx 199cm x
83.5cm, RRP £171
2414.V - 22 x white panel doors by Premdor, 1981 x 533 x 35mm
2415.M - 1 pallet containing 10 internal doors by Vicaima
2416.M - 8 internal doors by Vicaima all at 1981mmx 457mmx
44mm
2417.M - 4 various internal doors each approx 198cm x 68cm
2418.M - 5 various internal doors
2419.M - 5 various internal doors
2420.V - One pallet containing a quantity of engineered floor
boards by Havwood & a small quantity of laminate flooring
2421.M - 4 used wood effect internal doors comprising 2 at
approx 198cm x 76cm & 2 at approx 198cm x 68cm
2422.M - 10 various internal doors including some glazed
2423.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various unused fire and
other doors
2424.M - 5 internal doors by Premdor approx 198cm x 68cm
2425.M - 4 x Premdor fire doors each approx 198cm x 68cm
2426.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various doors
2427.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various doors
2428.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various doors
2429.V - One pallet containing a quantity of various fire resisting
boards and Vitcas heat resistant plaster
2430.M - One pallet containing a small quantity of laminate
flooring
2431.M - One pallet containing a quantity of automotive tar and
insect remover
2432.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various Lin type and
other plastic storage bins
2433.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of marquee type floor
matting
2434.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of marquee type floor
matting
2435.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of R clips,
part no. ST23415
2436.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of
agricultural stabiliser bars
2437.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of
agricultural stabiliser bars
2438.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of
agricultural stabiliser bars
2439.M - 1 large crater diarama used for playing science fiction
based role play games
2440.M - 6 cow comfort mats
2441.M - 10 slabs of insulation each approx 1m x 1.2m x 15cm
2442.M - 10 slabs of insulation each approx 1m x 1.2m x 15cm
2443.M - 18 rolls of Isover 10mm acoustic insulation - most are
full 5.46 sq m rolls however several are part rolls
2444.M - One pallet containing a large quantity of flat pack
cardboard wine bottle boxes
2445.M - A quantity of Gypframe trunking / channel
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2446.M - 1 up and over garage door with 2 motorised opening
units by Wessex Lift Box type GBH. Stillage is not included
2447.V - 1 double ended pedestal grinder by Harrison type
Union, 3ph
2448.V - 1 compressor in cabinet by Ingersoll Rand model Unigy
Uni-5-8-H, max 8.5bar, 3ph, YOM 2006
2449.V - 1 compressor in cabinet by Ingersoll Rand model Unigy
Uni-5-10-H, max 11bar, 3ph, YOM 2006
2450.M - 1 metal inset open fire place by Jetmaster
2451.V - 1 large space heater by Ambirad type Tornado 600
2452.V - 1 warehouse trolley with lift out sides
2453.V - 1 workshop compressor by HPC type SH10A, 3ph
2454.V - 1 small compressor by Airmaster type Tiger 8/65, 240v
2455.V - 1 coil of heavy duty wire rope
2456.V - 3 industrial stools
2457.V - 3 industrial stools
2458.M - 2 metal single door storage cabinets (1 is a high
security cabinet) - both are unlocked and have no keys
2459.M - A quantity of various building related items including a
wheelbarrow, spades, roofing felt, a road plate, concrete
reinforcing fibre mesh, 2 trestles etc
2460.M - 1 bay of blue metal boltless stores type racking with
chipboard shelves
2461.M - A quantity of various Perspex display items. Contents of
five shelves
2462.M - 1 unused / boxed multi tool with various accessories in
a carry case by Tradesman Smart Tool type TR30
2463.M - 1 torque tool manual calibrator / analyser by Torque
Leader type MTS2500. RRP of this item when new is £729
2464.M - 1 metal tape label maker / embosser by Dymo type
M11 supplied with 28 spare rolls of metal label / embossing
tape. RRP of this label maker is region of £250 and the
tape is approx £5 per roll
2465.M - 1 glass / wood effect retail display cabinet 910mm x
600mm x 300mm designed for displaying CMT high value
router bits etc. This lot is boxed and unused, the photo
shows built example
2466.M - 1 glass / wood effect retail display cabinet 910mm x
600mm x 300mm designed for displaying CMT high value
router bits etc. This lot is boxed and unused, the photo
shows built example
2467.V - Blank
2468.V - Blank
2469.V - A quantity of various commercial vehicle related items
for Scania, Volvo etc including lights, mirrors, gasket, filters,
take up units etc. Contents of one bay / 4 shelves
2470.V - 8 x 10kg cans of Mapei Mapescreed 704 & 3 x 5L cans
of Sika Accelerator. Contents of one shelf
2471.V - A quantity of various items including wear plates,
concrete test cube formers etc. Contents of one shelf
2472.V - 4 boxes of Forta Ferro 54mm fibres - each box contains
16 x 1kg bags. Contents of one stillage which is not
included
2473.V - 3 boxes of Forta Ferro 54mm fibres (1 is not a full box) ,
2 boxes of Oscrete 12mm HP fibres & 2 boxes of Oscrete
6mm HD fibres. Contents of one stillage which is not
included
2474.V - 4 commercial vehicle tyres comprising of 1 x
Continental 205/75R17.5, 1 x Bandvulc 295/80R22.5, 1 x
Longmarch 315/80R22.5 & 1 x Goodyear 315/80R22.5
fitted to rim
2475.V - 1 x 205L drum of standard HM ISO 46 hydraulic oil
2476.V - 1 tall wheeled alloy scaffold tower by Euro Towers
comprising of 8 x side sections (4 ladder and 4 standard), 4
walk boards, 4 outriggers and 28 various cross supports
2477.V - 1 wheeled alloy scaffold tower by Young man / Boss
comprising of 8 x side sections (4 ladder and 4 standard), 2
walk boards, 4 outriggers and 28 various cross supports
2478.V - 1 wheeled / folding alloy scaffold tower comprising of 6
x side sections, 2 walk boards, 4 outriggers and 9 various
cross supports
2479.V - 1 wheeled / folding alloy scaffold tower comprising of 4
x side sections, 1 walk board and various cross supports NO outriggers included
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2480.V - A quantity of various alloy frames and other alloy
sections, probably marquee / rigging parts. Contents of one
wheeled cage which is not included
2481.V - 1 free standing bathroom vanity unit (no basin included),
1 white ceramic cistern & 1 blind
2482.V - 1 black ceramic toilet by Vida XL & 2 black ceramic
cisterns by Vida XL
2483.V - 1 white ceramic drainer
2484.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit 80cm with a white ceramic basin
(NO tap) supplied with a 80cm wall hung fixing kit but not
known if correct match as model numbers differ
2485.V - 1 bamboo towel rail
2486.V - 1 wooden free standing bathroom vanity unit - NO basin
included
2487.V - 1 designer chrome radiator / towel rail - NO wall fixings
included
2488.V - 1 wall hung bathroom vanity unit 50cm with a white
ceramic basin (NO tap)
2489.V - 1 wall hung wood effect bathroom cabinet with mirror
doors, 1 wet room return panel & 1 standard bath panel
2490.V - 1 wood effect wall hung bathroom cabinet with single
mirrored door - damage to top panel visible from inside
2491.V - 1 wall hung metal bathroom cabinet with single mirror
door and LED lights
2492.V - 3 sliding bath screens by Aqualux
2493.V - 3 sliding bath screens by Aqualux & 1 bath panel (lot
under table)
2494.V - 1 wall hung bathroom mirror with built in LED lights /
demister pad, a 4 fold bath screen and 1 other bath screen
2495.V - 1 chrome bathroom radiator / towel rail, 1 wooden
branch hand towel rail, 1 under basin rack and 2 white flat
packed units
2496.V - 1 wall hung & 1 free standing ceramic toilet pans (NO
cisterns) together with 3 toilet seats
2497.V - 1 white ceramic drainer
2498.V - 1 white ceramic basin 46cm - NO tap included
2499.V - 1 white ceramic basin 61cm - NO tap included
2500.V - 1 Grand Rigid Riser shower head kit
2501.V - 1 kitchen mixer tap with flexible spray and swivel spout
2502.V - 1 kitchen mono block mixer tap
2503.V - A two hole bath filler tap by Francis Pegler type
Panacea
2504.V - A two hole bath filler tap by Francis Pegler type
Panacea
2505.V - Blank
2506.V - Blank
2507.V - Blank
2508.V - Blank
2509.M - 4 various wooden garden fence panels including 2 x
wooden lattice panels
2510.M - A quantity of various items including a large UPVC
frame with double doors etc
2511.M - 3 long metal framed trolleys
2512.V - A quantity of orange / grey metal pallet racking
comprising of 7 uprights at 1.1m deep by at least 4.8m high
(some are higher), a quantity of crossbeams and wooden
shelves
2513.V - A quantity of orange / blue metal pallet racking
comprising of 3 uprights at 90cm deep by 2.85m high, a
quantity of crossbeams and chipboard shelves
2514.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.83m
2515.V - 1 tall wooden gate approx.0.8m wide
2516.V - 2 tall wooden gates both approx 1.75m wide & 1 low
gate approx 1.53m wide
2517.M - 31 various plastic pallets & 2 plastic containers
2518.M - 18 various plastic pallets
2519.V - 20 Heras type metal mesh barriers & 1 pallet containing
a quantity of feet / joiners
2520.M - 20 x concrete fence posts, 1.83m
2521.M - 18 x concrete fence posts, 1.83m
2522.M - 2 pallets containing a quantity of Durox lightweight
building blocks (1 full pallet and 1 part pallet)
2523.M - 1 pallet containing two packs of Durox lightweight
building blocks
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2524.M - 1 pallet containing two packs of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2525.M - 1 pallet containing two packs of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2526.M - 1 pallet containing two packs of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2527.M - 1 pallet containing two packs of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2528.M - A quantity of various plastic barriers - contents of 2
stillages which are not included
2529.M - A quantity of various plastic barriers. Contents of one
stillage which is not included
2530.V - 1 wooden crate containing 4 stone steps
2531.M - A large quantity of various building timber. Contents of
one stillage which is not included as
2532.V - 1 large wooden window with metal Crittall type frames
fitted (no glass) and 1 oak base rail
2533.M - 6 various part worn lorry tyres (4 fitted on rims)
2534.V - 1 load spreading bar by Contact SWL 1000kgs
2535.M - 6 x RSJs including 5 x 20cm x 21cm - lengths vary.
Stillage is not included
2536.M - 12 x RSJs mainly 18cm x 10cm - lengths vary. Stillage
is not included
2537.M - 2 x RSJs both at 18cm x 10cm x 2.4m long
2538.V - 2 RSJs each approx 165mm x 310mm x 2.5m long
2539.M - A metal anti vandal site toilet block container ladies and
gents approx 2.7m x 4.9m with key
2540.M - A metal anti vandal 3 room site mess / canteen
container approx 9.75m x 3.03m (32 foot) with key
2541.M - A metal anti vandal single room site office container
approx 6.32m x 2.74m (20 foot) with key
2542.M - 1 metal staircase and platform / landing to suit 2
stacked containers
2543.V - A quantity of orange / blue metal pallet racking
comprising of 3 uprights at 3.05m high / 90cm deep with a
quantity of crossbeams and chipboard shelves
2544.V - A quantity of orange / blue metal pallet racking
comprising of 3 uprights at 2.86m high / 90cm deep with a
quantity of crossbeams and wood shelves
2545.V - A quantity of grey / orange pallet racking comprising of
12 uprights at 90cm deep / 4.8m high and 46 crossbeams
at 2.7m wide
2546.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak
2547.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak
2548.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak
2549.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak
2550.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak
2551.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak
2552.M - A large quantity of various building timber. Contents of
one stillage which is not included
2553.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak
2554.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak
2555.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hardwood
offcuts / slabs - mainly oak
2556.M - 2 pallets containing a quantity of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2557.M - 2 pallets containing a quantity of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2558.M - 2 pallets containing a quantity of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2559.M - 3 pallets containing a quantity of Durox lightweight
building blocks
2560.V - A bunded diesel tank by Titan (exact capacity unknown)
with 230v pump and automatic nozzle and flow meter
(previously held red diesel)
2561.M - 1 metal tipping skip suitable for forklift etc
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2562.M - 1 metal tipping skip suitable for forklift etc
£90-£150
2563.M - 1 metal tipping skip suitable for forklift etc
£90-£150
2564.M - 1 metal tipping skip suitable for forklift etc
£90-£150
2565.M - 1 metal tipping skip suitable for forklift etc - please note £50-£90
the front of the skip is dented
2566.M - 1 metal tipping skip suitable for forklift etc
£90-£150
2567.M - 1 metal tipping skip suitable for forklift etc
£90-£150
2568.M - 1 metal tipping skip suitable for forklift etc
£90-£150
2569.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of concrete paving slabs
£10-£20
comprising 6 at 75cm x 75cm, 18 at 30cm x 45cm & 22 at
30cm x 30cm
2570.M - 40 ft Shipping container. Located on Airfield nearby.
£1000-£1200
Ask office for directions
2571.V - Blank
2572.V - Blank
2573.V - BLANK
2574.M - Sunra Hawk Electric Moped 3000W, Blue, WA67 FME,
First reg 01/09/2017, V5C present, no MOT as less than 3 £600-£800
years old, Odometer: 72 miles
2575.V - 1 gas forklift by Coventry Climax type GAQ20 / 1548,
£800-£1000
capacity approx 2000kg, max lift height 3.0m, No hour
meter fitted and NO YOM visible.
2576.M - 1 Grey Ferguson T20 Petrol TVO tractor, reg DDO 726, £800-£1000
1st reg 22/02/1950..Historic vehicle
2577.M - Grass topper 6 ft with 3 point linkage. plus a reducer
£150-£200
PTO connector. .
2578.V - PRG Twin Axle Heavy Duty Car transporter trailer, 3.5 £1400-£1600
ton Gross, with hand winch & spare tyre.
2579.V - Brian James twin axle 3 ton car transporter trailer.
£1500-£1800
Chassis no.. 08943 with extra ramps for loading to vehicle
in front. 2 spare wheels
2580.V - Brian James twin axle car transporter trailer, 3 ton
£1500-£1800
gross. Chassis no .. 005836, 1 spare wheel
2581.V - Brian James triple axle car transporter trailer, 3.5 tonnes £2500-£2800
Gross. Tilt bed, latest generation trailer, with over wheel
strapping.
2582.V - Ford transit 125 T350 RWD Fridge / freezer van. REG
EY62 ZWP.. 3500kgs, 2198 cc Diesel, 1st reg 17/09/2012.
MoT 4/09/2019.. Odometer 211989 miles.
2583.V - Ford transit 125 T350 RWD Fridge / freezer van. REG
EO62 FMF.. 3500kgs, 2198 cc Diesel, 1st reg 09/02/2013.
MoT 03/09/2019.. Odometer 177493 miles.
2584.V - Ford Transit 125 T350 RWD Fridge / freezer van. REG
EF12 ZXH.. 3500kgs, 2198 cc Diesel, 1st reg 17/08/2012.
MoT 23/08/2019.. Odometer 145431 miles.
2585.V - Ford Transit 125 T350 RWD Fridge / freezer van. REG
EY62 ZWW.. 3500kgs, 2198 cc Diesel, 1st reg 12/11/2012.
MoT 19/08/2019. Odometer 156339 miles.
2586.V - Ford Transit 110 T330M FWD Panel Van, VRM: LR08 £1000-£1500
HTE, Odometer: 166,600, 2198cc, Manual, Diesel, White,
1st Reg: 10/03/2008, MOT: Expires 20/02/2019, V5C
Present, Key Present, some paperwork in office. Former
Keepers: 1.
2587.M - Landrover Freelander HSE TD4, Reg NV56 YNZ, 1st £4500-£5000
reg 24/01/2007, Manual 6sp Diesel 2179cc 4x4 estate.
Odometer 79000' MoT 3/11/2018.
2588.M - Ford KA, now. Reg X841 EEU 3 dr hatch. petrol 1.3ltr. £200-£300
manual, 1st reg. 28/09/2000, Odometer 84812' MoT
26/07/2019
2589.M - Iveco-Ford Cargo Horse box by Badminton
£8000-£10000
Horseboxes. Reg V358 FFB, 1st Reg 23/12/1999. 7500 kgs
gross. 64,000kms only from new. MoT plate test to
30/11/2018. Side and rear loading ramps. 2 large horses.
Living accommodation: bed over cab, seated living area
with kitchen etc. Fully equipped. On behalf of bailiffs :
subject to debts being paid.
2590.M - VOLVO FH12 HGV tractor unit 460 CD, 2 axle.. Reg
£2000-£2500
X77 JED, 1st reg 10/10/2000, Plate test 30/11/2018.
Odometer 022875 Kms Restored condition.
2591.M - VOLVO FL12 Intercooler Tractor unit 2 axle, Reg. N569 £2000-£2500
EEH, 1st reg 01/11/1995, MoT Plate 30/11/2018.
31,000kgs gross. odometer 046753 Kms Restored
condition.

2592.M - Hi Cube Curtainside Artic trailer by Montracon, Tri-axle. £1000-£1500
1997. 36,000 kgs Blue.
2593.M - Stepframe Artic Box trailer with tail lift fitted. tri-axle.
£1000-£1500
Montracon A223578 36ton 1997, red & white. Restored.
2594.V - Stepframe Artic trailer, tri-axle, barn doors, Montracon, £800-£1200
36 ton. 1999. No plate. Insolvency sale

